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Psychological Aspects 
a camera with a zoom lens focused on a cityscape. With the setling at 28 mm for 
1IIII~.'gl, view , we can see the entire city skyline , and as we zoom all the way to 135 
a telephoto shot, we can focus on one building in detail. If we could zoom in 
l'urther, we might sec inside the windows of the building itself. Each point o/view 
unique experience. The intention of thi s chapter is 10 reflect upon the differ-
.,."peet;,,, ,, from which people experience tall building Iypes. 
6. 1 provides a framework fro m which to understand the ordering of topics !iii"", cloapi,e. Section 6.2 discusses the symbolic qualities of tall buildings. A brief 
building symbol ism is provided. and the Empire Slale Building is iIIus-
u a speci fi c case in point. Section 6.3 addresses how people perceive tall build· 
"" ,cot) skylines from a di stance-whether from an airplane, a train, a car, or sim· 
&om a postcard. photograph. film. or other medium. Section 6.4 addresses the 
~osl'ip, among climatic and geo logical events. tall buildings, and human behavior. 
begins to address how people perceive tall buildings from within- from the 
~~~~;~(w't~o the lobby or atrium space. It raises a number of issues about how peo-
~ around in tall buildings and how barricr·free design issues relate to tall 
Section 6.6 covers passenger behavior in elevators. It describes the phenom· 
''''~" ;,;,, . behavior, personal space and crowding. and civ il inattention as they are 
elevators. It also discusses fears and phobias about elevators. Finally, it wraps up 
of what happens when elevators are temporarily out of service. 
sections examine sociopsychological issues in a few specific types of 
Four types of buildings are hi ghli ghted here , two that have been the 
i research. and two in which environment-behavior 
is noticeably absent but sorely needed . Section 6.7 explores these issues in and 
office buildings. It covers psychological effects of sunlight. user sati sfac · 
IDd pedestrian use of urban plazas near tall office buildings. Section 6.8 examines 
issues in h igh~ ri se hou sing. Section 6.9 addresses such issues in tall parking 
a topic on which ex tremely little research has been done. Section 6.10 looks at 
~"'I p;ycholo!~i' cal issues in high~ rise shopping centers. another area where little 
conducted. It addresses mall psychology, how different users experi~ 
and the vertical shopping mall . Finally, Section 6 . 11 provides a bricf 
some direct ions fo r future research. 
tall buildings can be viewed from psychological, sociological, cui · 
perspectives. This chapter focuses especially on the social and 
aspects o f lall building design, that is. the meaning of tall buildings to 
as well as to indi viduals. 
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6.1 NOTES ON METHODOLOGY 
Despite the burgeoning literature on the relationships between environment and behav. 
ior, to date only one book has been published which focuses specifically on the psy-
chological and behav ioral aspects of tall buildings (Conway, 1977). This landmark work 
documents the proceedings from a symposium by the same name, sponsored by the 
Office of Research Programs of the American Institute of Arc hitects (Al A) and the Joint 
Committee on Tall Buildings, forerunner to the Counci l. The symposium was held, 
appropriatel y, at Chicago's Sears Tower in July 1975. The book is divided into four 
parts: a commentary and overview, the tall building and its neighborhood, housing and 
the livability of tall buildings, and the response to emergency. Contributors include a 
multidi sciplinary group of researchers from the United States and abroad. Interested 
readers are referred to thi s excellent source, which is far more comprehensive than what 
can be covered here. Nonetheless, since so many years have elapsed in the meantime, 
this chapter updates and builds upon the valuable information from thi s classic text. 
A diverse set of issues is raised in the study of tall buildings. In this chapter, some 
issues are discussed in separate sections, whereas others are included as part of discus-
sions of specific building types or spaces. These issues include perception, satisfaction, 
imageability, fears and phobias, way-finding behavior, personal space, and crowding. 
Wherever possible, an attempt has been made to draw upon relevant sources of 
information. Note that the literature cited in this chapter usually comes from two types 
of sources, one sc ientific and the other nonscienti fic. The first source is research from 
the rapidly emerging field of environment and behavior. More often than not, the envi-
ronment-behavior research cited here consists of empirical studies about the social and 
psychological aspects of specific physical environments. The second source is journal-
istic and anecdotal. Relevant anecdotes about people' s experiences in tall buildings are 
drawn from newspaper and magazine articles. Although much research has already been 
done, many pressing questions remain . 
6.2 THE SYMBOLISM OF TALL BUILDINGS 
Think of Paris-and an image of the Eiffel Tower appears. Picture New York City-and 
the Empire State Building and the World Trade Center come to mind. Now envision 
Chicago--and the Sears Tower looms overhead. Tall buildings are the predominant pan 
of today's urban landscape. Along with prominent natural features, such as mountains. 
vo1canoes, lakes, and rivers, tall buildings can symbolize cities and metropolitan areas, 
encapsulating the spirit of a geographic region. Consequently, compared to any other 
component of the built environment, tall buildings take on a spec ial significance. 
Tall bui ldings acquire different levels of meaning for different audiences. People 
who work in them, live in them, visit them, walk or drive by them, or simply view them 
from afar relate to tall buildings in different ways. Some individuals may have seen [all 
buildings only in postcards, on television, or in the movies. For these people, the [all 
building could well represent the mysterious unknown. 
1 Importance of Symbolism 
The study of tall building symbolism is part of a larger area of study called environ-
mental symbolism, which is a subfield of the larger field of environment and behavior. 
Environmental symbolism addresses the hidden meanings and associations that people 
attribute to places and spaces. 
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boildings represent many things to ma~y people , They can st~nd for the archi-
designs them, the developer who bUilds them, the corporatIOn who finances 
district or neighborhood in which they are located, and. in some cases, the city 
the nation as a whole. At the national level, the tallest. newest buildings sym-
economic status, technological progress, modernity, and growth . At the individ-
for those who own, live in, or work in tall bu ildings, these edifices symboli ze 
wealth, social status, and business prestige, As developer Donald Trump admit-
Nolional Geographic, 1989) : 
EJo is a very important part of the building of skyscrapers ... .It's probably a combina-
of ego and desire for financia~ ga i ~. I mc~n. once yo~ have en~ug.h money so thal you 
eat and live, then ego enters Into It. It's Involved with the bUIlding not onl y of sky-
but all great buildings whether they are tall or not. 
buildings can epitomize people's pride in their city or, on the other hand, peo-
disdain of just another eyesore, a source of visual pollution (CTBUH, 1978). At 
one might believe that fulfilling the functional requirements is the paramount 
of tall bui lding designers. But the hidden agenda of the architect, the developer, 
and others may well be much deeper than that. This agenda may include cre-
,mont)m" n' by leaving a clear personal signature on the landscape, seeking an ar -
award , or competing wi th another nearby building for height and space , 
"",ose ta.Ubu ildings are among the most visible in the urban landscape, their sym-
can be extremely powerful. While individual sentiments enter into the 
structure, at the scale of the tall building, these sentiments are often mag-
,S;~:~r: ' public reaction to high ri ses often fa ll s clearly on either end of an emo-
~I] people either love them or they hate them. Any analysis of tall build-
take this symbolic quali ty into account. 
Building Symbolism and the City 
long as they have existed, tall buildings have been viewed as monuments (see 
1). The ancient temples of Athens and Rome, the pyramids of Egypt, and other 
tall bui ldings throughout history were often deliberately placed at the crests 
so that local citizens could perceive their prominence. More recentl y, Paris' 
. cathedral and Moscow's distinctive wedding-cake-style public buildings of 
era Were also perched high above the rest of the city so that the public could 
at them from afar . 
Skyl ines were the subject of artists' paintings beginning in the seventeenth 
popular urban panoramas of London and other European ci ties. A modern 
d,eveloped through the nineteenth century , wi th the appearance of the first 
draw-lOgs and photographs, and the fi rst use of the word "skyline" to signify 
The word apparently was used fi rst in the New York Journal on May 3, 
l ·.ylor, 1992). Dramatic changes in cityscape photography took place during the 
fit 1930s, when Hollywood captured the spirit of this new art form in musi-
at~~S abo~l sophisticated city life (Taylor, 1992). A group of photographers 
1 I~led with Alfred Stieglitz and his journal, Camera Work, helped make the 
an Important genre of the new field of photography. In addition to Stieglitz, 
photographers included Edward Steichen, Alvin Coburn , and Pau l 
and th phOtographers captured the spirit of fall buildings both by day and by 
1 99~)Y wer~ often fascinated by construction sites and unfini shed skyscrapers 
'YIIe".",,;· TheIr photographs represent how new urban residents experienced both 
and the skyline, often in a highly romanticized way, 
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In the Un ited States, where the high rise was born , the symbo lic quali ty of tal! build-
ings has always been great. Whereas in the late nineteenth century, church steeples 
domi nated the New York City skyl ine, in the early twentieth century, cathedrals of a dif· 
fe rent type began to appear. Some have referred to thi s new genre of high ri se as "the 
cathedral of commerce" (Goldman, 1980). These cathed rals of commerce- newspaper 
offices, insurance buildings, and other commercial structures- were in st ri king contrast 
to the images of most European cities. where a cathedral, a castle, or some other public 
or government structure usuall y reigned over the ci ty. Montgomery Schuyler, an early 
architectu ral critic, recou nted the experience of Europeans arriving in New York by ship 
(Taylor, 1992): 
As his steamer picks her way through the traffic which crowds the ri ver, past huge util· 
ilarian structures that dwarf into obscurity the spires of ch urches and the low domes of pub-
lic monuments, it seems to him that he has never before seen a waterfront that so impres-
sively and exclusively "looked like busi ness." 
In New York City these new cathedrals began to appear in rapid success ion, as each 
outdid the other: the Flat iron Building (20 stories) (see Fig. 7.5), the Times Build ing (22 
stories), the City In vesting Company Building (32 stories), the S inger Building (47 sto-
ri es), and the Woolworth Build ing (60 stories) , which remained the world's tallest 
building until 1929. 
Behind each of these new cathedrals were the personali ties of the men determined to 
see them built (Goldman. 1980): 
And Ihe motives were not strictty financial. Frank Woolworth , for one, plunked down 
$13 million of his own cash for his tower, knowing perfectly wellihat his profils would be 
slim. "Beyond a doubt hi s ego was a thing of ext ra size," wrole his builder. "Whoever tried 
to find a reason for hi s tall building and did not take that fact into account wou ld reach a 
fa lse concl usion." Woolworth was a farmer's son from upstate Ncw York , but for his office 
in "The Cathedral of Commerce" he replicated Napoleon's audience chamber al 
Compiegne, complete with embossed ceiling, marble wall panels, throne room chairs and 
bust of Napoleon posing as Caesar. 
In 1929 the Bank of Manhattan (71 stories) overtook the record-breaking Woolworth 
Building, but it too was soon surpassed by the g littering Chrysler Bui ld ing (77 stories). 
Again note the motives beh ind the mammoth scope of thi s world-famous skyscraper, as 
depicted in Walter Chrysler 's comments (Goldman, 1980): 
I came to the conclusion that what my boys ought to have was something 10 be respon-
sible fo r. They had grown up in New York and probably would want to live there. They 
wanted to work, and so the idea of putting up a building was born. Something that I had seen 
in Paris recurred to me. I said to the architccts: "Make this building higher than the Eiffel 
Tower." That was the beginning of the 77 story Chrysler Building. 
3 The Empire State Building: A Case Study in Tall Building Symbolism 
No doubt the winner of the skyscraper race was New York City 'S Empire State Building 
(Fig. 6.1 ), the brainchild of John Jacob Raskob, Vice President of General Motors and 
the Democratic National Chairman. In 1928 he ran New York po litician AI Smith's 
unsuccessful presidential campaign agai nst Herbert Hoover. After the race was over, 
Raskob hired Smith to be a front man for the building project. Raskob 's original plan 
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was 10 create a 30-story building, but once he saw the other skyscrapers breaking 
records (Goldman, 1980), 
... Ibe temptation was 100 much for Raskob. He and Smith might have lost their cam-
paign for president but there was another race they could win. Besides, one acquaintance 
said, "It burned Raskob to think the French had built something higher than anything we 
had in this great country of ours." ... John 1. [Raskob] reached into a drawer and pulled out 
one of those big fat penci ls schoolchildren liked 10 use. He held it up and he said to Bill 
Lamb [the architect]: "Bill, how high can you make it so that it won', fa ll down?" 
p(. 6.1 For many years, the Empire State Building in New York City, completed in 1931, was the world-
"ide winner of the skyscraper race. (Counesy: Empire State Buildillg, Helms/(!)'-Spear, Inc,) 
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By the lime it was completed in 1931, the t02-sLory Empire State Building, with its 
51-m (200-fl) mast Lowering overhead , achieved a total he ight of 38 1 III ( 1250 ft ), well 
:)Vcr the 319-m ( I 046-ft) C hrysler Building (Goldma:n , 1980). But the building was not 
Jnly symbolic of the persona lity behind ii , it was also symboli c of a desire to create an 
Ilmosphere that would make people feel optimistic about the future . The upbeat aura of 
,oth the Empire State and the Chrysle r buildings. as shown in thei r exuberant, theatri· 
:al Art Deco style, provided a strik ing contrast to the severely depressed national econ· 
)my at that time. 
Soon after it opened, the Empire Slale Building became a major touri st atlraction and 
1 popular spot for di gnitaries visiting New York City. Among the most well-known vis· 
.I0 rs were the French Premier, the Japanese Prince, Albert Einstein , George Bernard 
ihaw, H. G. Wells, Winston Churchill , Pope Pius XII . Nikit a Khrushchev, Fidel Castro. 
md Queen Elizabeth II. The world' s tallest man, Ro bert Wad low, a towering 2.62 m 
:8.6 ft) , also made an appearance. In fac t, the only Illan known to have refused AI 
; mith' s in vitation to visit the Empire State Building was Walte r Chrysler. It also be· 
;ame a chic spot to shoot fas hion ads, photograph beauty contestants, and hold wedding 
:e remonies (Goldman, 1980). The building became one of the c ity's most popular sou· 
... eni r items, as millions of replicas in the form of jars with snow, candles, pencil sharp-
!ners, powder boxes, lamps, and posters were sold. 
Perhaps the person who best captured the symbolic feel of the Empire State Building 
Nas so meone who could not see it at all : He len Ke ll i.:: r, leade r of the blind. After visil-
ng the building, she wrote: "Let cynics and super-sensiti ve souls say what they will 
.bout Ameri can materialism and machine civili zati on . Beneath the surface are poetry. 
nysticism and inspiration that the Empire Building somehow symbolizes. In that giaal 
:haft I see a groping toward beauty and spiritual vision" (Goldman, 1980). 
Whereas lO many people. bui ldings like the Empirt: State symbolized a happy future, 
o others, such buildings provided an opponunity to ren eet on the ir past, drown their 
iorrows, and simply end it all. Even before the building was comple ted, a discharged 
Norker threw himself to his death down an open elevator shaft. Eighteen months aherit 
)pened, the next suicide occurred. forcing guards and ticket sellers to be on the lookOil 
!or despondent. solitary types . Before a guardrail was built. 16 people leaped over the 
op. During one three-week period in 1947, guards hauled fi ve jumpers back from the 
,dge (Goldman , 1980). 
The case of the Empire State Building is telling. because it epitomizes the psycho-
og ical, social . and cultura l meanings that people impute to tall buildings. Forthe indio 
li dual . the building can evoke emoti ons that reflect both ends of the pendulum- fnII 
he ex uberance of seeing the building for the first time, when even adults succumb 10 
he awe and curiosity of small chi ldren- to the despondency of contemplating suicide. 
·or society, the bui lding reflects a consc ious departure from the depressed economic 
.tate during which it was built , signifying a vi sible, t:angible transition to a more pmJ. 
)erous era. For many Americans and inte rnational visitors alike, the building symbol· 
zes the prominence of the United States on the world scene and the nation's abilitylD 
ise above worldwide competition . 
, The Sk yscraper and Its Worldw ide Influence 
: ities have engaged in competition for the world 's tallest bui lding, the greatest number 
)f hi gh rises, and othe r such marks of distinc tion. The battl e lines between New yilt 
: ity and Chicago have been most clearl y drawn , with both c ities having the top COl-
enders. New York's World Trade Center towers, com pleted in 1977 (Jencks, 1980)_ 
1 soaring height of 11 0 stori es each (Fig. 6.2), stand in second place to Cbicago's SCIII 
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Tower, completed in 1974 and currently holding the world's record at 114 stories (Fig. 
6.3), Nearby in Chicago, and in close competition, is the John Hancock Center, com-
pleted in 1970 at a height of 96 siories. 
Today most of the world's largest ci ties arc dominated by tall buildings. This is 
especially the case in the United States, Canada, parts of western Europe, the Middle 
East, Asia, Australia, and parts of South America. Europe's tallest skyscraper is the new 
, 
Jl&.fil New York City's World Trade Center lowers superseded the Empire Siale Building in 1?77 
as the tallest skyscrnpers in New York. (Courtesy: New York COIlI'ention and Vi.titors Bureau.) 
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:59~m (8S0-h), 70-slory Messcturm in Frankfurt am Main , Germ any, completed in 
991 (see Fig. 5.3). Tall buildings are less common in most nonindustriali zed cities of 
leveloping countries. In developing nations. the symbolic importance of lail buildings 
s perhaps more encompassing than it is elsewhere. The Torre Latino Americana in 
liexico City, for instance, completed in 1957 at a height of 181 .3 m (595 fI), closely re-
embles the design of New York's Empire State Building and, like its predecessor, has 
ome to symbolize the ascension and rapid growth of a huge geographic region, Mexico 
.nd Central America. 
Strauss (1976) has described the symbolic nature of ci ties as a reflect ion of their 
:eographic region. Strauss argues that due w a cilY's growth and development, symools 
.re constantl y changing over time. Strauss' analysis is primarily at the macroscale. 
At a smaller scale, Dovey ( 1991 ) sought to uncover the prevailing corporate vailies 
Lsed to market commercial office space in tall corporate structures. He collected and 
malyzed leasing brochures for major high· ri se office towers constructed during a late 
.9805 ' building boom in Melbourne, Australia . In addition. he analyzed all large leas-
ng advertisement s appearing in the property section of a major daily newspaper over a 
)Criod of 2 years. Because competi tion among these bui ldings was fierce. advertising 
.... as especially important. Dovey 's perceptive analysis identified several themes. in-
:Iuding identity, authentic ity, power, contextualism, and timelessness. 
Dovey (1991 ) concludes that, ironically, many of the traits that advertisers lise to 
LuraCt clients to office towers are at direct odds with these clients' strongly held values 
oward their city. For example, according 10 the ads, towers should be landmarks that 
laminate their surroundings. yet they must be "good neighbors" as well. Tn another 
Fig.6.3 Chicago's Stars Tower, completed In 1974, Is currenlly the world's ta llest skyscraper. 
(Collntsy: Jomts Sttinkamp.) 
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ironic twist, clients are often attracted to office towers located in traditional. small-scale 
oeighborhoods, but once these high rises are built , they can actually destroy the flavor 
of these desirable neighborhoods. Can such blatant contradictions ever be resolved? 
A number of scholars have been highly critical of the skyscraper and what it sym-
bolizes. Architectural historian Dolores Hayden ( 1977), for example. criticizes the 
social and physical d isruption caused by the intervent ion of the tall building into the 
context of the city. She notes that a careful history o f the skyscraper (Hayden, 1977): 
... reveals a century of struggles and protests against the tendency to building ever 
higher. The builders' fantasies alternate with grim reality ... there is no escape from the con-
tradictions of the capitalist city; as an instrument for enhancing land values and corporate 
eminence, the skyscraper consumes human lives, lays waste to human settlements, and ul-
timately overpowers the urban economic activities which provided its original justification. 
Hayden (1977) al so points out that histories of skyscrapers often omit the casual 
attitudes toward safety conditions for constructi on workers. Ironworkers endured the 
greatest risks. When the skyscraper race began, strong pressure by developers to simply 
get the building built often superseded safety concerns. As a result, many construction 
workers, affectionately known as "sky boys," fell to their deaths, all in the name of 
progress. 
The hidden mean ings and symbols behind tall buildi ngs are extremely powerful. 
This phenomenon is not new; it can be traced back throughout hi story as citizens 
planned the location and design of tall buildings, as sky lines began to take shape in 
cities across the world, and as cities began to compete with each other for the world' s 
tallest skyscraper. As we will see later, ta ll buildings have often become the battle· 
grounds of different interest groups. As such, they serve not o nly as hislOrical, social, 
psychological, and cultural symbols, but as poli tical symbols as well. Few other build· 
illg types can claim such significance. 
U VIEWS OF TALL BUILDINGS AND URBAN 
SKYLINES 
T.n buildings can be viewed both from afar and from up close. Individuals' attitudes 
roward them differ with each of these perspectives. This section describes how people 
view skylines, or collections of tall buildings from afar, how skylines have become civic 
emblems, and how tall buildings form images and imprints in people's minds. It also 
discusses how people form altitudes about tall buildings and the role of the mass media 
iD shaping these popular images. Finally, it concludes with a discussion about why some 
people actually fear tall buildings. For more information on the factors involved in 
1Uban design planning with regard to tall buildi ngs see Chapter 3 o f this Monograph. 
, The Skyline as a Civic Emblem 
Anoe (198 1) argues that skylines have become "the chief symbol of an urban collec-
tivc ... civic emblems." People view the skyline as a symbol of their city, their region, 
1Dd, sometimes, their way of life. As Alloe poi nts Qut, in some cities a single feature 
dominates the skyline and encapsu lates the image of the city as a whole. 
The Gateway Arch in St. Louis, Missouri, for instance, dominates the skyline from 
vinually every angle, an extremely powerful symbol of " the gateway to the west." 
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Traveling westward across the Mississippi River along U.S. Interstate 70, the driveris 
overwhelmed by the colossal arch in the distance that appears to touch the sky. From the 
air, as the airplanes jockey for position to make their final descent into Lambert Field, 
St. Louis' airport, passengers view the arch from many different angles. When seen 
head on, the arch frames the city skyline perfectly, much as it does in typical postcard 
shots. When observed from the side, all that can be seen of the arch is a shining spire. 
The vistas of the arch are striking and dramatic. 
The Eiffel Tower in Paris evokes a comparable feeling, whether it be viewed from the 
air, from a car, on foot, or from a boat along the Seine River. So do Athens' Partbelloo 
and the church at Lycabelos, the two tallest buildings perched high on mountaintops, and 
the most visible landmarks in a city otherwise lost in a sea of midrise buildings. 
The skylines of many of the world' s cities arc cspecially stunning when approached 
from the air. (See Chapter 3 for skyline studies for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.) First· 
time air travelers to Hong Kong, Singapore, Chicago, and New York City are often 
struck by the sheer number of skyscrapers in these cities, parading one after another in 
rapid succession. 
Once in the city, the closest approximation to an aerial view is atop a high·rise 
observation deck. According to Auoe (1981), these observation decks celebrate hu-
mans' ascendance over the sky and the surrounding terrain. He suggests that "being up 
there distances us from conventional perceptions of the world, from recurrent pattet1l5 
of thought, and from old habits." Such vista points allow us to experience cities in a new 
way, offering a unique perspecti ve on the world below. 
Similarly, private spaces atop high rises offer insiders a secret look at the unfoldilll 
panorama below. Conference rooms, private offi ces, and clubs are often located atop 
towers. They allow privileged executives to overlook the cities in which their enter· 
prises dominate (Hayden, 1977). 
In addition to bcing shaped by aerial views and vistas from observation decks or pri. 
vate lookout points, people's images of skylines are also shaped by postcards. In this 
regard, the lenses of photographers can provide a strong influence on how the public 
forms images of cities and their skylines. In Chicago, for example, postcards shot from 
the east, looking west toward the city from Lake Michigan, yield a completely differeli 
image from those shot from the west, looking east toward the lake. The first type of post. 
card highlights the colorful blue-green water, the city's sandy beaches, and its promi· 
nent highway, Lake Shore Drive. By contrast, the second type of card shows a massive 
collection of high rises, often without a view of the lake at all. Postcards shot from tile 
south looking north toward Lake Shore Drive and the Magnificent Mile area fonn an en· 
tirely different vista from those looking south toward the Loop. The orientation of post-
cards also shapes people's images of the skyline. Vertical shots often create an entirely 
different view from horizontal shots. 
Yet another perspective on city skylines is from highways and major streeIL 
Appleyard et al. (1964) argue that highway views can provide meaningful informatiOl 
to drivers about how the city is organized, what it symbolizes, how people use it, aDd 
how it relates to them. This information varies depending upon whether or not those. 
the car are drivers or passengers, touri sts or commuters. Tn each case, however, scenery 
makes both a dynamic and a static impression. Elements are perceived differently wbea 
they are being passed at high speed and when they are viewed as static pieces of archi-
tecture from a great distance. The authors suggest that urban designers take into acCOd 
how their city is viewed from a distance and that they emphasize desired landmarb 
accordingly (Appleyard et al., 1964). Landmarks provide a means for drivers to orieci 
themselves in the city, by serving as goals that are approached, attained, and finallJ 
passed. Ideally, if the goal is not always in view, it should reappear consistently; whee 
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it is not in view, passengers experience excitement, anticipation, and mystery along the 
trip (Appleyard et aI., 1964). Tall buildings, tunnels, overhead signs, and other ele-
IDeDts help shape the way in which people in cars experience the city. It is often easier 
10 find one's way toward a particular tall building as a driver than as a pedestrian. On 
foot. the scale of tall buildings can be overwhelming , as one high rise blocks the view 
of the other. 
Characteristics of skylines are crucial in helping orient newcomers to a city, just as 
centrally located clock lowers on university campuses and observation towers at worlds' 
fairgrounds help visitors to these places find their way. In some cities, tall natural fea-
IIIftS serve this function as well . For example, the view of Grouse Mountain from 
Vancouver, British Columbia. or Mount Tamalpais from San Francisco, California, helps 
tisitors mark their place. In other cities, tall monuments provide welcome orientation 
points. Examples include Toronto's Canadian National (CN) Tower and the Space 
Needle in Seattle, Washington. They form one of the first and longest lasting impres-
lions of a city. A number of researchers have studied how people form visual images or 
~tal maps of cityscapes. The strength of the visual image is often referred to as its 
"imageability." 
Some recent research by Thomas Bever (cited in Blakeslee, 1992), a psychology and 
IiDguistics professor and expert on how biological variables influence behavior, suggests 
lOme fascinating gender differences in how people navigate through their environment. 
Both human and animal experiments appear to indicate that females tend to rely mostly 
011 specific landmarks when they move through space, By contrast, men tend to rely on a 
.ore primitive sense of motion, using vectors or paths they remember. Bever stressed 
dill these differences are nol absolute, and that many men adopt the female strategy and 
Yict versa. Also, both men and women travel from one point to another just as efficiently, 
IDd neither men nor women get lost more often (Blakeslee, 1992). While Bever's 
research was conducted in a psychological laboratory-a 15.24- by 9 .1 -m (50- by 30-fl) 
figure-eight maze using hallways in the basement of the psychology building-it would 
be fascinating to test this theory in an actual urban landscape. Could it be that tall build-
iags are more useful landmarks for women than they are for men? 
Z The Imageability of Tall Buildings 
'Ibe imageability of tall buildings has long been a chief concern of deSigners, planners, 
developers. users, and others. Architects have often taken great pains co design lall 
IIuildings that stand apart from the crowd. To those who work or live in tall buildings, 
!bose who visit tall buildings occasionally, those who pass by them regularly, and those 
no simply see them from afar, the building' s image is crucial. 
At the urban design scale, imageability means the extent to which a particular tall 
IIailding contributes to the overall impression of a neighborhood, district, or the city as 
.whole. The concept of imageability was introduced by Lynch (1960, 1984). By study-
iDa: the visual images of 60 individuals from Boston, Massachusetts ; Jersey City, New 
Jersey; and Los Angeles, California, Lynch was able to identify five key components 
dill described how people viewed cities: landmarks, edges, paths, nodes, and districts. 
Tall buildings often serve as landmarks and orientation points to the rest of the city. The 
imageability of ci ties has sparked the interest not only of researchers in environment and 
behavior, but also of environmental designers, urban geographers, urban sociologists, 
journalists, and others. 
Building upon the work by Lynch. A'ppleyard (1969. 1976) developed a model of 
landmark form and urban cognition in order to understand how people perceive build-
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ings and cities. Appleyard tested his conceptual model with residents of Cui dad Guyana. 
Venezuela. His model was InleT retested by Evans et at (1982) with 72 adu lts in Orange, 
California. The study by Evans et aL (1982) generally confirmed and refined 
Appleyard's model. The researchers found thaI the following building characteristics 
were signi ficantly related to rc(:all (Evans et aI., 1982): 
I. Movement. The amount of persons and other objects moving in and around the 
building 
2. Contour. The clarity of building contour. ranging from blurred, partially obscured 
10 free-standing 
3. Shape. The complexity of shape, ranging from simple block shape to more com-
plex multiple shapes 
4. Use intensity. The extent of building use, that is, from limited use by a small seg-
ment of the population to daily use by large numbers of people 
5. Use singularity. The uniqueness of building function, ranging from only one 
function to many buildings with shared fu nctions 
6. Significallce. The extent of cullural. political, aesthetic, or historical importance 
of the building 
7. Quality. The amount of physical maintenance, the upkeep of the structure 
Although neither the studies by Appleyard (1969; 1976) nor those studies by Evans 
et a!. (1982) deal exclusively with tall bui ldings, their findings offer insights about how 
all buildings. including tall buildings, are remembered. Based on this research, then,one 
might logically infer that buildings such as Hong Kong's Bank of China (Fig. 6.4) and 
the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank (Fig. 6.5), along with the Bank of Asia in Bangkok. 
Thailand, San Francisco' s Transamerica Pyramid, and New York's Citicorp Building 
are among tOOay's most imageable, easily remembered build ings. For example, because 
of their sheer size, each of these bu ildings generates a great deal of pedestrian and ve-
hicular movement, resulting in a high amount of use intensity. 
Regarding Evans et al. 's (1982) concept of building significance, it is interesting to 
note that the developer of the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank commissioned a Feng 
Shui analysis to be performed fo r the building during its construction. Feng Shui is an 
ancient Chinese practice that is used to determine the best location, orientation, and 
other qualities needed to satisfy the "spi rits," and to make the building and its activities 
successful. The writings of architectural critic Charles Jencks (1980) are worth notill8 
here, as he provides an interesting conceptual framework fro m which to view the COll-
cept of shape in studying tall buildings. He noles three shapes in particular: skyprickers 
or skyneedles, skyscrapers, and skycities. Skyprickers or skyneedles have centralized 
plans and masses and include buildi ngs such as New York's Chrysler Building, !be 
Empire State Building, or Chicago's John Hancock Center. Skyscrapers feature loogi· 
tudinal, rectangular masses and plans. Examples include Bosion's John Hancod. 
Building and Minneapolis' IDS Buildi ng. Skycities are compound buildings consistina 
of a combination of mounted towers, a slab and tower, twin towers, or clustered towers 
and include buildi ngs such as Chicago's Sears Tower and New York's Rockefeller 
Center. 
One can specu late that people probably perceive skyprickers or skyneedles, sky· 
scrapers, and skycities in different ways. Factors likely to innuence these perceptions 
might include the urban context in which these buildi ngs are located, whether they are 
one-of-a-kind buildings, whether or not others like them are nearby, and whether or IlOl 
they feature any major public access, such as an observation deck, at the top. 
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1'1&.6.4 Due to its height and unusual sha~, the Bank or China is one urlhe most memorable sky-
scrapers in Hong KOlhi: . (Courtesy: Crace Huang.) 
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3 Public Images of Tall Buildings 
Public images o f high rises are highly influenced by the mass media. For instance, the 
1974 film "The Towering Inferno," which portrayed people trapped in a burning high-
rise office tower. evoked a strong feeli ng of fea r and danger toward tall buildings. Bul 
film is only one of several media thai affects public perceptions of high rises. 
Fig. 6.S The Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank is another one or Hong Kong's most imageablr ~ 
buildings. (Cormesy: Grace Huang.) 
S!Cl 6JI , 
News reporters have captured terrify ing scenes of fires in high-rise hotels. Two of 
the deadliest high-rise hotel fires in American hislOry were captured in vivid detail by 
the news media. O n November 21, 1980, a fire in the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas, 
Nevada, killed 85 people and injured over 700 (B lock, 1985). On New Year's Eve, 
D«ember 31, 1986, a fire in the Duponl Plaza Hotel along the San Juan. Puerto Rico, 
beachfront killed 96 people and left over 100 injured. The laner fire was set by arson -
ists in a dispute between the local teamsters union and hotel security guards trying to 
break the union's strike (Hackett and Gonzalez, 1987). Among the high-impact news 
magazine headlines used to describe the San Juan tragedy were "San l uan's Towering 
Inferno" (Hackett and Gonzalez, 1987), "Death in a Towering Inferno" (Levin et aI., 
1987), and "Hotel Fire: Cage of Horror" (Hun, 1988), 
Public fear of high rises is also heightened after major natural disasters, especially 
earthquakes, The October 1989 earthquake in Northern California produced relatively 
liule damage to San Francisco's new high-rise office towers built in compliance with 
the latest building codes . Nonetheless, some occupants of older housi ng in San 
Francisco's marina district suffered major injuries when several apartment buildings 
crumbled. After the October 1992 earthquake in Cairo, Egypt, the public was bom-
barded with explicit newspaper photographs and television images of residents crushed 
to death when their poorly constructed high-rise apartment buildings were leveled. 
Although high rises, at their worst, have been associated with death and destruction, 
they have been glamorized by the media as well. The luxury of high-rise or penthouse 
apartments and the thrill of skyscraper offices with commanding city views are among 
the positive images promoted in countless films and television shows. Occupants of 
lbese spaces are often shown as hav ing made it fi nancially, and their homes and work-
places serve as highly visi ble status symbols. Fi lmmakers like Woody Allen have some-
times used striking images of New York skyscrapers in their opening scenes, revealing 
!btir personal identification with Ihe New York skyline. 
One of the few pieces of empirical research to address the public's general attitudes 
toward tall buildings was conducted by Haber (1977). Her study of 300 college students 
involved a 22-item survey where respondents were asked what they liked and disliked 
about tall buildings. Resu lts indicate that the most disl iked aspect of tall buildings was 
!be elevator; 62% of the respondents said they hated waiting for elevators_ Interestingly, 
!he lower their income, the greater the percentage of respondents who detested eleva-
tors. Most likely this is due to the kinds of elevator service people of different incomes 
encounter. Low-income people may all too often be plagued by elevators that are tem -
porarily out of service or broken. No doubt that low-income residents are also the most 
likely to fear criminal attacks in or near elevators. 
Haber's findings suggest a relationship between individual perceptions of what con -
stitutes a tall building and how well people like height and power, how much they fear 
fire, how concerned they are with spoi led skyli nes, and how safe they fee l in tall build-
ings. Perhaps in response to their fea rs, the largest group of respondents (40%) reponed 
that they wanted to live or work in the lower third of the tall building (Haber, 1977). One 
can speculate that from this location they can escape most quickly. 
Whereas Haber exami ned the att itudes of students, a number of other researchers 
have examined how professional architects and lay persons perceive panicular build-
ings. Not surprisingly . a number of studies have demonstrated that architects and non-
archi tects perceive buildings differently. [See especially the work of Groat (1982, 1984) 
and Groat and Canter ( 1979).1 Although Ihese studies did not address tall buildings, 
their findi ngs are intriguing and could wel1 apply to how architects and nonarchitects 
might perceive post-modern high rises. 
For instance, Devlin ( 1990) exami ned reactions to the State of Illinois Center and 
333 Wacker Drive, two major high-rise buildings in the Chicago Loop. Research meth-
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cxls included a conlent analysis of architectural reviews in leading archi tectural maga-
zines, as well as 10- 15-minutc unstructured interviews with 40 nonarchilects (20 users. 
that is, employees who worked in the office bui lding, and 20 viewers. that is, persons 
who were within viewing dis tance of the building). She di scovered that compared wim 
nonarchitec ls, architects used more categories to describe these buildings. Most archi-
tects responded to aesthetic qualities. interpreting the buildings in terms of conceptull 
issues. Architects di scussed issues of Fann, style, hi storic significance. design approacb. 
and design quality. Some categories. such as historic signifi cance, design quality, anlhro-
pomorphism, and form and function. were used exclusively by architects. By contrast, 
most nonarchitects responded to their preferellces about the building. providing IJI(ft 
affective responses about whether or not they liked it. Nonarchitects also gave 100ft 
descriptive responses about the physical features of the buildi ng. Devlin suggests tbII 
architects must understand that they do not always look at a building in the same way. 
do nonarchitects (Devlin, 1990). Ideally. successful bu ilding designs can reflect per-
spectives of both the design professional and the lay person . 
Another study by Stamps (1991) produced some fascinating resu lts. Fifty-eight~. 
ticipants were shown 15 slides of high-rise buildings from a major American city. FiYe 
slides showed old brick buildings. five presenled plain buildings. and five picturedca-
plex modern buildings. The latter two were governed by two distinctly differenlgCIIII-
ations of design codes for high-rise buildings. Respondents were asked to rank-order" 
slides based upon their personal preferences. 
Stamps' (1991) results indicate that the complex modern style was mosl 
the older brick style was second, and Ihe plain slyle was th ird. When the 
ken down illlo demographic subpopulations (by age, gender. income, level 
and political preference), they revealed that each demographic 
plex modern bu ildhgs. Interestingly. compared to political liberals, political 
tives preferred the plain buildings over the older buildings_ 
High-rise buildings are often the targets of heated controversy. evoking 
reactions (Appleyard, 1979). Such controve rsies cannot help but influence the 
average person on the m eet toward tall bui ldings. One c ity where public ''''g(lDiI.' 
toward high rises has reached an a ll-time high is San Francisco. A study 
(1973) provided a content <.nalysis of 880 newspaper articles in the San F,,,,,,;,,, 
Chronicle over a I ~-year period . focus ing on the proposed U.S. Steel building. 
building was to be a 167.6-m (550-fl)-tal1 high rise along San F"""" CO··""I'."I11111:" 
1971 the Board of Superv isors voted a 53 .3-m (175-fl) max imum height limit 
portion of the waterfront and the project was defeated. Newspaper ads sp<ms,,",dll 
civic opposition groups fue led the public fire with headlines like "Stop them from 
ing our city under a skyline of 10mb stones" (Appleyard wi th Fishman, 1977). More 
10.000 newspaper readers clipped coupons from that ad and sent them in to City 
(Reinhardt. 197 1). 
Kre imer (1973) identified fi ve themes in these articles that he lped explain 
viewpoints on the controversy: 
I. Political environment. Individuals in favor of and opposed to the building. 
with arbitrating bodies 
2. Strategic game. Actions involving inputs. processing, and outputs 
3. Economic environment. Including positive and negative consequences 
building fo r the city 
4. Physical environment. Geographic aspects; valued e lements such as 
height, access to water, open space. scale. color, variety; and positive and 
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live precedents from other cities, that is, negative examples from New York (fear 
of "manhattanization"), Waikiki Beach ("Chinese wall"), and such 
5. Axiological environment. Human (quality of life, emotion, human rights, aesthet-
ics), civic (history, tradition, fu ture), and urban values (deterioration, conserva-
tion, uglificalion, beautification. naturalness, imageability, visibility) 
In San Francisco height is not the only controversial issue when it comes 10 sky-
scrapers. For decades, whites and light paslei colors dominated San Francisco' s skyline, 
and when new black, gray, or other dark-colored buildings were proposed. citizens 
sensed a hostile invasion of "out-of-town" values (Kreimer, 1973; Appleyard and 
fishman, 1977). The dark brown Bank of America building (1965-1966), the city's 
IIIlest skyscraper at 52 stories high, generated much civic discontent as a result of not 
only its height but its color scheme. Both were deemed inappropriate within the sur-
rounding cityscape. Building shape, too, has fired up local San Franciscans. The pyra-
midal Transamerica Building (1969-1971) was also strongly criticized for its highly 
unconventional shape (Appleyard and Fishman, 1977). 
The high-rise controversy in San Francisco is chronicled in detail by Brugmann and 
Sletteland (1971). The book by these authors opens with a telling 1971 quote from San 
Francisco columnist. Herb Caen: "When you look at photos of the skyline of 1957 and 
compare it with today's it is hard to believe you are looking at the same city, which of 
c:oune you aren't. The old city grew beautifu l by accident. the new one is growing ugly 
bydesign." 
Appleyard and Fishman (1977) identify different kinds of groups impacted by a tall 
office building: users (executives, office personnel, visitors, maintenance workers, mer-
d!ants, management, and owners), neighbors (neighboring building owners, office 
workers, neighboring households, and street public), and the public (local citizens, their 
representatives, public agenc ies, interest groups, and tourists). They point out that, iron-
ically, "most of the pcople impacted by high-rise buildings have no say in their con-
trruclion." Funhermore, we know little aboUl how people arc affected by them. The 
public perceives a variety of visual and symbolic impacts of high-rise buildings. in-
duding scale (relative height, relative length, and bulk); color and tone; shape; plaza 
IOd street images; view blockage; symbolic disruption, prominence, and visibility; re-
~ng the uniqueness of the c ity; and the high rise as a pOlitical symbol. 
4 Fears and Phobias about Tall Buildings 
Oopeodi"gupon their background, psychological disposition, exposure, and a myriad of 
factors, some individuals are predisposed posi tively or negatively toward lall 
buildings (Fig. 6.6). Whi le most individuals adjust readily toward tall buildings, some 
people do not. Persons with certain kinds of phobias, especially agoraphobia. acropho' 
WD, and batophobia, are often troubled by high rises. 
Agoraphobia is an extremely complex Iype of fear, which can range from fear of 
open spaces to fea r of going out one's front door. Persons suffering from agoraphobia 
• sometimes affected by visual features of the physical environment. "Usually the 
wider and higher the space walked in, the greater the fear" (Marks, 1969). 
Acrophobia. fear of high places, is classified as a simple phobia, meaning that its 
I)'IIlptoms are not usually associated with other psychiatric disorders. What specifically 
lriggers acrophobia is exposure to heights. Other than that, (hese individuals are just like 
everyone else. Symptoms of acrophobia include high levels of fear and discomfort. In 
IOIDC cases, symptoms resemble those of a panic attack and include palpitations, sweat-
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ing, dizziness, and difficulty breathing. Sometimes just the thought of being in an un· 
comfortable silUation can even bring on these symptoms. Fear of heights is sometimes 
related to fea r of airplanes and fl ying. It can also be re lated to other activities, such as 
bicycles, skiing, amusement rides, bridges, and freeways (Doctor and Kahn, 1989). 
Obviously, tall buildings can be among the worst enemies of acrophobics. 
Fear of heights is also known as altophobia, hypsophobia, and hypsiphobia. Expens 
find thai this Iype of phobia is common, especially in mild forms (Doctor and KaIllI, 
1989). Patients with acrophobia emphasize that their visual space is especially impor· 
tant (Doctor and Kahn, 1989): 
They will nOI be able to go down a flight of stairs if they can see the open stairwelL They 
wil l be frig htened looking out of a high window that stretches from floor 10 ceiling. but not 
if the window's bollom is al or covered 10 waisilevel or higher. They have difficulty cross-
ing bridges on foot because of the proximity of the edge but may be able to cross in a car . 
.. "':- .. 
Fig. 6.6 Some individuals may be predisposed positively or negathely toward tall bulldll .... 11111 
is an Indian student 's drawing of his native Bombay, showing high rises overpowerill 
their smaller neighbors. (Courtesy: Abhijeel Chavan.) 
Batophobia is (he specific fear of high objects, such as tall buildings. Batophobia 
may be related to acrophobia- the fear of high places, or to anablepophobia- the fear 
oflooking up at high places. Individuals who suffer from these types of fears may often 
avoid reaching for items from high shelves, as in a grocery store. They also fear climb-
ing ladders (Doctor and Kahn, 1989). 
Possible causes of such phobias remain a mystery. Among the explanations are psy-
choanalytic theories. conditioned reflex theories, and biological theories. In a nutshell, 
some psychoanalytic theories attribute the phobia to ego defense mechanisms, specifi -
cally displacement and avoidance, against incestuous oedipal genital drives. castration 
IIIxiety, or separation anxiety. Such theories arc based on the original works of Sigmund 
Freud around the lurn of the century and the early 1900s. Conditioned reflex theories 
were grounded in the work of psychologists John B. Watson and Rosalie Rayner in the 
1920s. These theories contend that phobias are learned behaviors, and that they are 
fonned by either classical or operant conditioning. Biological theories contend that an 
innate biological alarm is triggered by the phobia, and that physiological fac tors are 
largely responsible. For a more detailed discussion of the possible origins of phobic dis-
orders, consult Nemiah (1985) and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual oj Mental 
Disorders (1987). 
5 Terrorism in Tall Buildings 
At 12:18 P.M. on Friday, February 26, 1993, a dramatic new issue abruptly made its way 
tocenter stage. New York City's World Trade Center, the second tallest building in the 
world, was struck by a powerful explosion. The bomb ripped a huge crater in the build-
ings' parking garage and blasted a massive hole in the wall above the PATH train sta-
lion, collapsing the stat ion' s concrete ceiling and damaging the Vista Hotel. The colos-
sal crater measured 61 by 30.5 m (200 by 100 ft) by five stories deep. Billowing 
streams of smoke were instantly streaming all the way up the two 110.story twin tow-
ers. Six people were killed and over 1000 injured. most from smoke inhalation as they 
frantically made their way down seemingly end less staircases. The blast knocked out 
die vast complex's emergency generator system, plunging occupants into total dark-
ness-and terror. 
Four hours after the World Trade Center blast. a bomb threat forced the evacuation 
oiNew York City' s Empire State Building. No bomb was found, however. Several other 
bomb threats were reported throughout the city. Shortly afterward security forces in tall 
office buildings in other major U.S. cities were put on the alen. 
The World Trade Center towers were closed for about a month while the investiga-
lion continued and the buildings underwent major structural repairs. More than 350 
businesses, governmelll agencies, and other organizations were affected in one of New 
York City'S most costly financial disruptions. Damage estimates were as high as $1.1 
billion (Prokesch and Meier. 1993). 
The catastrophe prompted much discussion about the safelY of tall buildings worldwide 
from terrorist attacks. The security of underground parking garages is a key issue. How can 
such public parking facilities be made terrorist-proof? Until such preventive measuTCS are 
in place. should they continue to remain in operation- and possibly place the lives of all 
diose living or working above them in jeopardy? The capacity of emergency generator sys-
tems to function in such a powerful blast is another focus of discussion. What good is an 
emergcncy systcm if it fails to operate during an emergency? Is there a way to design com-
mand and control centers to withstand such powerful explosions? 
A myriad of issues previously unexplored were raised by this disaster. More likely 
than not, they will continue to plague all those involved in planning, designing, con-
, 
structing, and operating tall buildings for many years to come. It is likely that a 
wave of scholarly research on this topic wi ll emerge. ne" 
Related to the physical dimensions of securing tall buildings from similar attack, 
the powerful social and psychological issues sparked by this event The World TSar. 
Center catastrophe dO,minated, front-page head~ines and television screens for weekr:-
Images of soot-stained office workers gaspmg for breath under oxygen masks . 
some photographs of the vast crater caused by the blast, and horrific stories of su~~We.. 
remain firmly etched in the public memory. A class of 17 Brooklyn kindergartner 1Vora 
five adults, on an annual field trip, were trapped in an elevator for nearly 7 s 
Another group of 14 children and their te,acher were trapped on the chilly roof 
hours, pelted by snow and wind. A pregnant woman was airlifted by helicopter 
roof. Two friends carried a woman in a wheelchair down 66 stories. Such 
ages exacerbate public fear of tall buildings and undersc~)Te the need for 
paredness. (For vivid accounts of the World Trade Center disaster. consult 
and Newsweek, 1993.) 
Tall buildings and skylines rai se a host of psychological issues. How skylines 
perceived, how they come to represent the city as a whole, from what viewpoints 
are presented, how easy or difficult they are to remember. the extent to which une ... 
ciates them with mass media images, whether positive or negative, and the fears or 
bias that plague some individuals, a1\ contribute to the ways in which people eXIJeJiiea 
tall buildings and skylines. The World Trade Center bombing ushered in an urgent 
cern for public safety and protection from terrorism in tall buildings. 
6.4 IMPACT OF CLiMA TE AND GEOLOGICAL 
EVENTS ON HUMAN BEHAVIOR 
A substantial amount of research has been conducted documenting the impacts 
buildings on the microclimate of streets and sidewalks and, conversely, th'~::~ 
climatic and geological events on tali bui Idings. However, relatively little 
examined how these events affect the bui-Iding occupants themselves . This 
vides a glimpse into these issues. 
1 Climatic Impacts on Streets and Sidewalks 
Tall buildings can have a dramatic effect on the microclimate of the streets and 
below them. They have a direct impact on. the amount of shadows, sun , and 
ties that pedestrians and drivers experience. Consequently, they have the ~~~: 
either enhance or detract from the urban experience. Once a tall building is C4 
light breezes at street level may tum into dangerous gusts of wind that can be<:o". 
bearable on a cold winter day. Wind velOl:ities can increase three to four times 
mal amount due to the canyonlike effect of tall buildings lining both sides of the 
Warm weather breezes can be affected as well. In Durban, South Africa. for 
a wall of buildings along the coastline cut off breezes that used to cool and deh,,'''' 
that part of the city (CTBUH, 1978). lde,ally , building designs would enhance 
hot, humid days, while inhibiting wind on cold, bitter days; achieving this is 
however. 
Peter Bosselman and his colleagues at the University of California'S E~:;~:': 
Simulation Laboratory in Berkeley have been studying the effects of tall 
parks. plazas, squares, and streetscapes in downtown San Francisco (Bosselman et aI. , 
1983b). For instance, in one study using superimposed sun paths from a proposed high-
ri~ building, the number of hours of sunlight lost on a nearby playground in Chinatown 
was calcul ated. The playground was di vided into six play areas, each receiving an 
average of 5 hours of sunlight per day. If the high ri se were actually built, the amount 
of sunlight would have been reduced to 1.25 hours per day in fi ve of these play areas. If 
other buildings surrounding the playground were built to the maximum allowable 
he ight, the playground would not receive any sunl ight at a\. This study reveals the dif-
ferent sets of values that underlie the tall buildi ng process. It is doubtfu l that children 
playing outside were a prime consideration when the new building was proposed. But it 
is only when zoning regulations incorporate issues like these that aU nearby users in 
unall, public open spaces will be protected. 
Bosselman et aL's (I 983b) research in both the retai l district and downtown parks. 
plazas. and squares examined the effects of tall bu ildings on several variables, such as: 
I. Thermal comfoTt. The product oft emperalUre. humidity, direct sunlight. and wind 
(see Chapter 9 for a discussion of this topic from an environmentallcchnology 
point of view). 
2. Sun access criteria. Accounting for the daily and seasonal movement of the sun 
and ensuring that streets receive sunlight. 
3. Wind mitigation. Ways to alleviate strong winds. especially at the base of very 
tall buildings. This is especially a problem if a high-rise building is out of scale 
with Ihe rest of the street. Landscape screening can sometimes be effective in 
reducing the effects of strong winds. 
Bosselman 's research has been incorporated into San Francisco's revised urban 
design guidelines. Based upon the fi ndings from his research. different kinds of gu ide-
tiDes were prescribed for wall and tower heights fo r streets oriented east-west and north-
lOUih; sun access criteria have been made mandatory in San Francisco's zoning laws. 
Energy expert Knowles (198 1) suggests that zoning laws be revised to incorporate 
solar envelopes. Designers must consider not on ly the size and shape of the buildi ng, but 
also the influence of the Changing position of the sun during each day and across all four 
asons. Cut-off ti mes. that is, hours of the day during which shadows are cast on the 
IU'CClS and open spaces below. would thus be reduced. Selective shadowing, that is. by 
carefully positioning buildings such that lower buildings are on one side while taller 
buildings are on another. can help as welL 
While solar issues are important in the design of any urban environment. they are even 
more pressing in cities where heat and cold are exceptionally intense. For example, in 
dUes sueh as Athens, Greece; Cairo. Egypt; and Phoenix, Arizona, where the blazing 
tmnmer sun makes walking on city sidewalks a strain. building for summer shade is a 
IlUSI. In others. such as Oslo, Norway: St. Petersburg. Russia; and Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, with unusuall y harsh winters. building for winter sun is needed. 
Whether or nOI their ci ties are designed with solar considerations in mind. people 
eagage in adapti ve behavior. Observations of pedestrian behavior bear this out. During 
days when the weather is extreme, pedestrians usually travel on the more comfortable 
Iide of the slreet. even if it means going out of their way. On exceptionally hot days, 
IIOSt pedestrians will walk on the shady side of the street. On unusually biller cold days, 
they will walk on the sunny side. 
The climatic impacts of tall buildings are affected by the ways in which ci ty streets 
• laid OUI (Knowles. 198 1). Most urban areas in the United States are laid out on the 
trlditional Jeffersonian grid, with streets running cast-west and north-south. In 
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Jeffersonian grid cities during the wimer, streets Ihal run east-west are shadowed by tall 
build ings most of the day, making them dark and cold. By contrast, north-south streets 
arc lit by the sun durin g midday. In summer, east-west streets are continuously lit by the 
sun, whereas north-south streets are IiI for only part of the morning and afternoon. In 
Ihis respect, tall bUlldmgs can exacerbate negative climatic conditions, making streets 
and sidewalks colder in the winter and warmer in the su mmer. High rises can create a 
hostil e climatic environment fo r pedestrians. 
Chicago, for example. is a city laid out in the traditional1effersonian grid pattern. In 
the Loop, the city's cen tral downtown core, not onl y is there an abundance of tall build-
ings along both north-south and east-west streets, but some streets are even further 
shaded by the elevated train line. On chi lly, gray winter days the Loop seems dreadfully 
cold, dark, and dank . By contrast, north o f the Loop is Michigan Avenue. the city 's ma-
jor shopping thoroughfare. It is an extremely wide street running north-south. with at 
least six lanes of traffic plus left turn lanes. It al so features wide sidewa lks. As a result, 
even in winter. Michigan A venue is overall a much lighter, brighter street than most of 
those in the nearby Chicago Loop. 
Planners and developers who have the lu xury of designing entirely new street sys-
tem s which include lall buildings would do we ll to use the Spanish grid- the 
Jeffe rsonian grid rotated 45°. With this orientation. the impacts of tall buildings on SUII~ 
light are much more moderate. A combination of he a! and light in the winter, and some 
shadows on most streets in the summer render sidewalks much more comfortable 
(Knowles. 1981). 
In some citi es. a new breed of skyscrapers is addressing the problem of pedestri3ll 
sun access . Tall , thin bui ldings generall y block less light and air than their bu lkier coun-
terparts. In New York City, fo r example , 7 12 Fifth Avenue is the first tower built ill that 
part of Manhattan in accordance with new zoning restrictions dealing with this issue 
(Russe ll, 1990). 
Tall buildings can have an enormous impact on streets and sidewalks, largely due to 
the ways they affect sun and wind . As such, they strongly influence pedestrian comfort, 
both psychologicall y and physiologically . 
2 Impacts of Climatic and Geological Events on Occupants 
Climatic and geological events affect tall buildings and their occupants. Several archi-
tects have made signifi cant advances in designing tall buildings that are especially 
responsive to harsh climates, thus increasing the comfon of people inside. 
One of these architects is Ken Yeang, who helped pioneer an architectural style of 
tropical urban regionalism fo r tall bui ldings in his nalive Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
(Powell , 1989; Sharp, 1989). Yeang' s inno vati ve style is sometimes referred to as the 
"tropical skyscraper." Yeang 's high-ri se buildings have been especially designed to en-
hance human comfort in hot humid climates. Among hi s key high -rise design prillciples 
are to provide (Yeang, 1990): 
I. Natura l venti lation and sunlight to service cores 
2. Building orientation so that windows face north and south whenever possible 
3. Deep recesses in the external walls of the hottest sides of the bui lding, thus 
allowi ng for balconies or "sky courts" on the upper floors 
4. Atria, ai r spaces and wind scoops 
5. Operable windows in the form of full -wall openings on both windward and lee· 
ward sides whenever possible 
J~) 
6. Open-air ground floor 10 act as a transition between the hot outdoors and the 
cooler indoors 
7. Vertical landscaping 10 the face of the tall building or integrated with its bal-
conies and inner sky courts to help minimize heat reflection and glare 
One of his projects. the Weld Atrium in Kuala Lumpur, features a roof with a com-
plex web of devices to regulate climate, even though the inlerior of the atrium is air-con-
dilioned. The pergola at the Weld Atrium filters out the harsh effects orlhe midday sun, 
thereby reducing solar heat gain and lessening the load on the air-conditioning plant. 
Unlike the atria developed by John Portman at the Hyatt Regency hotels, Yeang's 
atrium allows visual contact with the sky. establishing a closer relationship with the out -
door climate (Powell , 1989). Yeang 's style represents a unique blend of Western and 
Eastern values. 
In addition to hot. humid weather. two other climatic and geological events. although 
rare, appear to have some of the greatest impacts on people who live and work in tall 
buildings: strong winds and earthquakes. Even though contemporary buildings are 
designed to accommodate these natural phenomena. nonetheless. in some cases, occu-
pants can still sense bui lding motion and sway (Conway, 1977). 
A large body of technical research addresses these issues, and they will not be dis-
cussed here. Instead, our focus will be on one of the few studies that examines the 
effects of earthquake motion on building occupants. Thi s section is based largel y upon 
the fascinating study by Arnold (1986), which examines how people experience earth -
quakes in tall buildings. 
A key point to understanding human behavior during earthquakes is that even duri ng 
a moderate quake, most tall building occupants simply do not understand what is hap-
pening. tfthey live in a geological zone where eanhquakes are common, they will prob-
ably recognize the symptoms, but they will not know what exact sensations to expect. 
The confusion that people experience during earthquakes can often exacerbate the psy-
chological impacts of shaking. 
Funhermore, as Arnold stresses, every earthquake is different. Different quakes and 
different ground conditions produce different kinds of ground motions. The distance 
from the epicenter will also impact the severity with which the quake will be fell. 
Different buildings respond in various ways to certain ground motions. which typically 
are amplified as they move through a building. Individuals on different floors of the 
same building will experience a quake quite differently. Thus it is truly impossible to 
prepare individuals for the exact sensations they will experience in any given quake. 
One of the most useful analogies to help people prepare for a moderate earthquake is 
that of riding a train. In a train, people are used to motions, vibrations, and shaking, but 
in a building they are not. 
Arnold examined how workers experienced a 1979 earthquake at the Imperial 
Coumy Services bui lding, a sill-story reinforced concrete building severely damaged in 
the 1979 Imperial Valley, California. earthquake. At the time of the quake. over 100 
people were in the building. Building occupants were asked to estimate how long the 
shaking lasted. " Responses ranged from one second to 30 minutes, and a dozen people 
had no idea or said 'forever,' or ' long enough.' However, the three most frequent 
responses were 30 seconds ( 15%), I minute (14%), and 20 seconds (8%)." 
The actual duration of strong shak ing, as recorded from seismological data instru-
ments, was only about 4.5 seconds at ground level OUlside the building. But inside the 
building, the instruments recorded shaki ng for a considerably longer period. The length 
of shaking varied, depending upon the location of the inslruments within the building. 
In most instances. the higher up in the building, the longer the period of shaki ng. The 
shaking from north to south was also differcnt from thc shaking from east to west. 
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The study compared the actual venicallocation of various respondems arlhe lime of 
the quake with their responses about the perceived length of shaking. The fo llowing 
conclusion was reached (Arnold, 1986): 
No collaborating pallern was found to exist. For example. the majority of second-floor 
occupants (32%) said the strong shaking was in the four-minutes or longer lime period, 
whereas on the sillth floor the majority of occupants (39%) felt thai strong shaking lasted in 
the I 1-30 second range. Clearly a wide range of subjectivity exists; what is important is thaI 
human perception differs markedly from the physical "facts." 
The relationships among tall bui ldings, climate, geology, and human behavior are 
highly complex. Much more research is needed in this area. The study by Arnold must 
be replicated in many other tall buildings. We need more info rmation about how people 
in different parts of the same tall building experience earthquakes. 
In addition to the need ror quantitati ve information about how long people think. 
earthquakes last, we also need more qualitative information about what is running 
through their minds during earthquakes and what they do about it. In a strong quake, 
does everyone duck below a desk or run to a doorway? What happens when a group of 
people charge fo r the same doorway at the same time? How many injuries can be avoided 
by running away from tall bookshelves, fil e cabinets, and otherwise lethal office furni· 
lUre? How do people express their fears? Do they scream, cry, laugh, or panic? What 
kinds of domino effects might such behaviors have on others? In light of several devas-
tating earthquakes in recent years, and undoubtedly more to come, it is especially 
important to understand better the relationships among bui lding performance. ground 
motion, and human perception and behavior. 
6.5 BUILDING ENTRIES AND LOBBIES 
1 The Stylistic Centerpieces 
The entry to a tall building- the approach from the outside, the architectural detailing 
around the immediate exterior and interior of the opening, and the initial approach to the 
lobby inside-is often laden with symbolic meaning. It is here that designers and devel-
opers often leave their most visible personal stamps or trademarks. Even at such a large 
scale, the building entry assumes the character of a front door to a home, the first clue 
as to what to expect inside. 
As people approach a building, they ask the following types of questions: "What is 
it?" "What benefits does it offer me?" " How do I get in?" "What is inside?" "How will 
I be received?" (Deasy, 1985). The entry design should reflect a careful consideration 
of these issues. 
Especially during the recent post-modem architeclUral era, the entry has acquired 
even greater symbolic and psychological importance. During the 1980s and 1990s. lbe 
entry and lobby have often become the stylistic centerpieces of high-ri se bui ldings. NO(C 
the following sharp criticism of the AT&T Building in New York City, completed in 
1985 (Kozloff, 1990): "This building 's real character is announced in the Herculean 
stone arches of its lobby entrance, which belittle and intimidate visitors. It is as if Alben 
Speer were bearing down upon you by way of Cheops, and no frippery on lOp can alle-
viate the authoritarianism of the design." 
This section addresses how people experience their initial contact with tall buildings, 
that is, how users perceive entries. building lobbies, and atrium spaces. It also discusses 
how people find their way around in ta ll buildings. Additional views on aesthetics and 
user perceptions of tall build ings can be found in Chapter 5. 
2 Users' Perceptions 01' Building Entr;es 
Few studies have examined the psychological dimensions of building entries, and to 
date any research addressirlg this issue specifically for tall buildings is not widely 
known. However, findings from an intriguing body of research (Bain, 1989) aOOm the 
meaning of entry sequences in low-rise buildings may well relate to how people expe-
rience entries in tall buildings. Bain's research examined a conceptual model of a suc-
cessful entry and the degree to which six variables contributed to it. Forty-seven partic-
ipants were shown videotapes of 12 bui lding entry sequences from bui ldings in 
Columbus, Indiana, designed by well-known architects. The six variables tested in 
Bain's conceptual model included 
L A sense of place. The distinction between inside and outside, and a successful 
transition from the path (the arrival) to the goal (the inside) 
2. Legibility. Providing orientation to the building as well as to the surrounding 
area, using cues to hel.p orient users 
3. SequenTial art. Providing an opportunity for a building to be experienced over time 
4. Mystery. Requiring users to predict what is not yet in view, creating a sense of 
anticipation which can be, at best, excitement, or at worst, disorientation 
5. Sense of dignity. A fIit between the person and the environment. for example, 
when an entry accommodates the needs of disabled people in a manner simi lar to 
how able-bodied usen; are accommodated 
6. Functionality. Ease of entry by locating doors conveniently, allowing them to be 
opened easily, and so on 
Using multiple-regression analysis, Bain's research findings indicate that sense of 
place (a combination of sense of dignity, sequential art, and the original sense of place 
concept) and legibi lity are the chief predictors of a successful entry. Of these two vari-
ables, sense of place is more: important. Results also indicate that legibi lity contributes 
strongly to a user's sense of place. Mystery and legibility are significantly correlated 
with each other; however, mystery alone does not contribute to a successful entry. Bain 
concludes (1989): "Rather than having a concern for the comfort and emotional well-
being of those who use a space, it seems that making an architectural 'statemenl' is 
often more important. The user, as a result, is possibly being left lost. disoriented, and 
without a strong associat ion with the environment that he or she must use." 
Bain's research raises some interesting issues about the ways in which architects and 
pedestrians perceive entrywilYs. A related issue is how pedestrians actually use elllry-
ways. In this regard, an issue that architects must consider carefully in the design of 
high-rise entryways is pedestrian traffic movement. In many ta ll buildings, traffic builds 
lip at entrances, causing an overflow onto adjacent sidewalks as well as illlo the lobby 
space inside. Separating entrances from exits and providing adequate transi tional space 
immediately before and after the entryway can help alleviate this problem. 
This is related to how pedestrians use revolving doorways. People who use these 
every day tend to race through them very quickly. As a result, the revolving door spins 
around at high speed. This fast pace can be intimidating to first- time users, persons with 
children, people with physical disabilities, and the elderly. Those who move more 
slowly and with greater trepidation can have some close calls with revolving doors. 
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atrium soon became a trademark repeated in lUxury hotels all across the nation. Ponman's 
1974 varialion of this design at the Hyatt Regency HOlel in San Francisco featured a 17-
story-high atrium lobby angled steeply to increase the dramatic effect. This design cap-
tured national allenlion (Fig. 6.8), Soon after it opened, the lobby became one of the city's 
most popular hangouts. The atri um features li ve music. happy hours, and tea dancing, 
which often draw large crowds. At this hotel and others like it, riding the glass elevators 
to the revolving restauranl on the top floor has become a favori te tourist allTaction. 
Flg.6.8 When It was built in 1974, this 17-story atrium lobby, complete with glass dtl"Rlors,1I 
San Francisco'~ Hyall Regency Hotel captured national attention. (COllrltsy: H)'a" 
Rtgtncy. San Francisco.) 
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Bednar (1986) has Wrltlen extensively about atria. As he points out, riding in an 
observation car (glass elevator) allows people to experience atria in a dynamic, exciting 
'ny. The way in which the atrium is experienced changes each second as the position of 
the viewer changes. He writes that ascending "gives the impression of being catapulted 
through the vast interior space," whereas descending is "like landing in a parachute." 
According to Bednar, the location of elevators in atrium spaces is extremely impor. 
tanto Elevators can be located inside the atrium, along its perimeter, in an adjacent space, 
or divided across any of these locations. Clustering the elevators in one core reduces 
IlSef confusion and sense of disorientation; however, the bulky machinery may distract 
from the overall positive experience. Separating e levators into two or more clusters 
~ases the efficiency of the transportation service. However. users may become con-
fused about which elevator bank they should use. Ideally. some cars should be located 
directly inside the atrium whereas others may be located on the perimeter or adjacent to 
it. Precautions are needed so that when e levators land on the ground. no one is under-
IIelIth them or in the shaft. Large planters surrounding the base are effective ways to 
keep children from wandering into donger (Bednar. 1986). 
Atria have become relatively common in high-rise hotels in major American cities. 
They are now becoming increasingly popular in high-rise hotels in suburbs as well. 
They serve as the centerpiece of the hotel. often housing a greenhouse-style restaurant . 
lobby sealing. entertainment, and recreation. 
Many atria in large suburban hotels feature swimming pools. Jacuzzis, and exercise 
facilities. As a result . guests who wish to use these facilit ies must walk through the atrium 
in their swimming or exercise att ire. While some hotels are designed with this in mind. 
placing the pool and exercise area near the room elevators. others are not. In these cases, 
self-conscious guests may be embarrassed to be seen walking around such a public area 
ill their bathing suits. Some may simply choose not to use the facilities. whereas others 
Illy attempt to use them at off-hours when they are least likely to be seen by others. 
This matter aside, a chief advantage of the hotel atrium is thai it creates a c irculation 
system to hotel rooms that provides an open, panoram ic view across the lobby, rather 
than the typical long walk through a narrow corridor. In many cases, hotel room win-
dows overlook the atrium, enabli ng the guests ins ide their rooms to people-watch. More 
often than not, the crowd below has no idea that they a re being observed. 
In some cities the atrium has become a bargaining chip for developers of large office 
buildings. By providing an atrium for public use, developers are sometimes allowed to 
construct a building taller than would be permissible otherwise. An interesting study, 
wng interviews with pedestrians at nine locations in downtown San Francisco, exam-
ined the extent to which the public actually uses at rium spaces. who uses them. and 
whether or not they justify the breaks given to the developer (Kaplan et aI., 1985). 
Results indicate that indoor arcades, atria. and gallerias fulfi ll many of the same func-
tions as outdoor parks and plazas, and in some cases they fulfill these functions even 
betler than do their outdoor counterparts. Researchers provided a list of design guide-
liDes thaI can help ensure a high amount of pedestrian use. Guidelines address accessi-
bility. height and complexity of space. seating, landscaping and water features, and 
commercial services and food. Here are some of the guidelines from the study by 
Kaplan et al. (1985). 
I. Accessibilily. Openness, visibi lity, and public uses should be incorporated into 
every atrium design intended to serve as a public gathering space. Such spaces 
need to be located near the street and use highly transparent glass and adequate 
sign age. The point is to allow pedestrians outside to easily see what is going on 
inside. Shoncuts also should be incorporated into the design, as about 15% of the 
users only pass through. 
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2. Height and complexity of space. Build space more than three stories high, and 
wi th at tcasllwo levels of activity. The most successful atri um spaces 3rc linked 
to a series of other public spaces. both indoor and outdoor, to form a continuous 
pedestrian environment. 
3. Searing, Inc rease seati ng because there is rarely enough. About onc in five peo-
ple interviewed stated that they did not use a given site simply because there was 
no pl ace fo r them to sit. 
4. i..lmdsCOIJillg llnllll'llter/ellfures. Bo[h shou ld be used ge nerously. People often 
c ite greenery as a reason for liking atrium spaces . 
5. Commercitli services and fOOd. Emphasize these within the atrium or nearb} 
Because many users like to combine eating. shopping, and ru nning errands dur-
ing their lunch breaks, locatin g eate ries near services such as dry cleaning and 
shoe rcpair is a good idea. 
Nonetheless, for all its aeslhetic appeal. the atrium has sometimes created seriou~ 
problems in bui lding function, wh ich have had a dramatic negative impact upon users. 
One of the most we ll-documented examples is Chicago 'S Statc of Illinoi s building, com· 
pleted in 1985. Paul Gapp. the late architecture c ri tic for The Chicago Tribune, nick-
named the building "Thompson's fo ll y" after the name of f1J inois Governor James 
Thompson. who shepherded the project through from start to finish. The transparent 
glass throughoutlhe building skin was intended to symboli ze the "openness and 3Cl:e~· 
sibility"' of the govemment (Benson. 1987: Murphy. 1985; Saliga, 1990). 
While the design of the State of Ill inois bu ilding certainl y was well intended, tbe 
mammoth l7-story atrium resulted in colossal problems with noise and climate control 
(Figs. 6.9 and 6. 10). The open office plan found on virlUally every noor, where offices 
open up to the central atrium below, produces a volume of noise so high that many work-
ers find it difficult 10 concentrate 0 11 the tasks at hand . Concern ing problems with climate 
control. at one point du ring the summer soon after the building opened, the interior be· 
came so hot- up to 43.3°C (110°F) or more-that some workers even brought lhelf 
patio umbrcllas from home in order to keep their work spaces comfortable. Con\"cr-..ely. 
during the wi nter. temperatures would sometimes drop below IS.6°C (60°F). Wori.e~ 
were find ing it difficult to work effectively while they were so chilly. The State of llliR01\ 
filed a $20 million lawsuit against the architects and their associates: engi neering repairs 
have si nce been made (Branch. 1987: Martin, 1987; Saliga, 1990). 
5 Way·Finding in Tall Buildings 
A number of environmcnt·behovior researchers have investigated how people find their 
way in and around buildings. Some of the frequent question s that u~ers are likely cOa'll 
include: Where is the elevator'? Where is the bui lding directory'? Where are the re.q-
rooms? Where are the fire escapes? 
Way-finding is important in every building. but it is especially so in tall, large build· 
ings where the volume of users is high. Many people are intimidated by crowds rushing 
to and fro, and those who are already lost may feel even worse being surrounded b)' )0 
many people who appear to know exactly where they are going. Way· finding is key in 
certain high-rise bu ildin g types as well. In hospitals. for example. fi nding the emer· 
gency entrance CM sometimes be a matter of life and death . Hospital vis itors. too. must 
be able to find their way easily 10 pati en ts' rooms. With few exceptions, such as che birth 
of a new bllby, most persons consider II stay in the hospi tal to be 11 negati ve el'en!. 
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",,',9 The 17-story IItrium al the State of Illinois building in Chicago produced some COIOSSl 
problems with noise lind climate control soon aftH the building opened. CUmale problem 
han since b~n resol \'t~d. (Courtesy: James Sfei"lwmp.) 
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Visitors who are already upset at having a loved one or a friend in Ihe hospital can feel 
even worse if they cannot even find their way easily to Ihe righl hospital room. 
High-rise bui ldings that serve tourists as well as regular workers must also be easy 
10 negotiate. In tourist attractions. such as Chicago's Sears Tower or John Hancock 
Center, special elevators take tourists nonstop from ground-level lobbies to the obser-
vation decks at the top. The mental maps that visitors form of such bui ldings lend to 
leave a conspicuous gap of all the floors in between. Once a l the observation decks. 
buildings like these tend to feature a great deal of information to orienl visilors. 
Photographs are often used to identify views and landmarks in various directions. Cit) 
maps are sometimes on display as well. 
Although his intention was not specifically to highlight way-finding in high-rise 
buildings. environment-behavior researcher Gerald Weisman (1979) has identified four 
classes of variables that influence people's ability to find their way through a bui lding. 
Nonetheless these variables can also apply to high-rise buildings: 
I. Signs and nllll/bers. Most common aids to orientation and way-finding 
2. PerceplIIal access. The abili ty to see through or out of a bui ld ing in order to find 
a destination 
3. Architectural differentiatioll. Distinctiveness of the regions wi thin a building 
4. Plan configuration. Aspects or the building rorm that innuence how people visu· 
alize the overall layout of a build ing 
Ftg.6. 10 The State or Illinois building in Chicago's downtown loop Is a hub or activity. Its tl'lll5-
parency symbolizes tile openness and accessibility ofstate go\·ernmcnt. (Courlts)·: Jmntf 
Steinkamp.) 
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In a later study Weisman (198 1) discovered that the most important factor con-
tributing to users' sense of disorientation was an illegible building plan. He argues that 
the "ability to effecti vely find one's way into, through, and out of a building is clearly 
a prerequisite for the satisfaction of other higher goals" (Weisman, 1981). He cites pre-
vious research find ings demonstrating that when people encounter illegible, confusing 
buildings, they often become angry and hosti le. 
Passini (1984) also has investigated the phenomenon of way-finding , claiming thai 
some buildings arc actually labyrinths in disguise. He argues that people find their way 
as they obtain and process cues from their environment. These cues are obtained from 
signs, directories, watching Olher people, as well as their knowledge of similar types of 
spaces. Two dist inct way-finding styles predominate; while some people seek spatial 
information, others seek linear information. Passini also discusses three kinds of signs: 
directional, identification, and reassurance. In order to make each type of sign effective, 
Passini argues, several issues need to be considered: 
I. Sign type and placement. People perceive and process information more easily if 
signs are consisteD! in location and in overall form and design. 
2. Sign identity. When people arc familiar with the overall form of the sign, they are 
more likely to process similar signs. 
3. Quantity of information. Information on a sign must be limited, and the informa-
lion contained should be structured. 
4. Structure of information. Information should be S[TUctured visually so that the 
message can be picked up in glances. 
j. The receiver. Information should be geared to a certain population or audience, 
be it clients, workers, or Olhers. 
6. Content. Written information must be clear to all users. Any symbols should be 
unders tandable and consistent. 
7. Alllicipation. The sign system should continue to the destination, with reassur-
ance signs along the way to refresh memories. 
While information booths are important, designers must bear in mind that many in-
dividuals are hesitant or shy to ask fo r directions. Ideally. a building should be designed 
clearly enough so that generally users need not rely on information booths. 
6 Accessibility in Tall Buildings 
The goal of barrier-free design for the handicapped and the aged is to provide an envi-
ronment Ihat supports the independent funct ioning of individuals so that they can get to. 
and participate without assistance in, everyday activities such as acquisit ion of goods 
and services, community living, employment, and leisure. From a user standpoint, the 
goal of barrier-free design is easy access. An accessible environment is one that a dis-
abled person can approach, enter, and use. [For a more complete discussion on accessi-
bility and barrier-free design, refer to Building Design for the Handicapped and Aged 
Persons (CTBU H, Committee 56, 1992).] 
Th e Han dicapped and the Disabled. Not everyone who is disabled is handicapped. 
A disability becomes a handicap only when the environment impedes the individual's 
ability to perform a speci fi c task at a specific time and place (Raschko, 1982). The 
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), a nongovernmental organization that 
rli~rrihlJ'e~ recommenrlerl rle~ien standarrls, helps diSlineliish between rhe. handicapped 
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and the disabled and li nks the concept of handicapped to a pe rson's interaction with the 
env ironment, defining a handicapped person as one "with significant limitations using 
specific pam of the env ironment" (ANS I, 1980). The Uniform Federal Accessibility 
Standards morc specifically define the physically handicapped as: ", .. anyone who has 
a physical impairment. including impaired sensory. manual or speaking abilities. 
which result in a functional limitation in access to and use of a building or facility" 
(UFAS, 1984). 
In contrast, ANSI defines a disabled person as onc who "suffers from a limitation or 
loss of use of a physical, mental or sensory body part or fu nction" (ANS I. 1980). The 
concept of disabled is thus imrinsic to a person's physical and mental capabilities and 
is dependent on one's abilit)· to function within the environment. As such, it reflects a 
measure of a person's competence. 
In the following, barrier-free design relmed to a few countries in different parts of 
the world is discussed briefly. 
Ullited States. Although in the United States a national effort to create a barrier-free 
environment dates back to the early 1960s, it is only within the last few years that gov-
ernment sanctions have supported design standards for accessibility. Most of the private 
~ector acccs,<;ibility standards adopted throughout the Uni ted Stales have been developed 
by ANSI. Its first set of standards, ANSI A 117.1, were adopted in 1961 and formed the 
technical basis for the first accessibi li ty standards adopted by the federal government and 
most state governments. Federal design standards have been promu lgated as the Uniform 
Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS. 1984) and. as in other countries, principally 
apply to federally funded or constructed structures. To maintain uniformity between fed· 
eral requirements and those commonly applied by state and local governments, UFAS 
follow ANSI A 117.1 closely in substance and fonna l. Together, these standards provide 
the basis for public and private efforts to create a barrier-free environment. 
The American population is estimated to include 43 million people who are disabled 
(Kridler and Stewart. 1992). The disabilities range from wheelchair confinement to the 
use of eyeglasses. Furthermore, as the population cont inues to age , accessibility be-
comes a growing issue not only for the disabled, but the elderly and infirm as well. The 
Americans wi th Disabilities Act (ADA), signed into U.S. law in Jul y 1990, is a land-
mark c ivi l rights legislation. The ADA makes it illegal to discriminate in employment 
or in access 10 goods or services against any individual who is mentally or physically 
disabled. 
Japan. Barrier-free design of buildings is relatively recent in Japan, as specific design 
guidelines for central and local government buildings have only been developed over 
the last 15 years (CTB UH, Committee 56, 1992). Although slopes and elevators to cope 
with gaps and height differences for the disabled have become popular in public build· 
ings, barrier-free design is not mandatory for pri vately owned buildings, and the con· 
cept is not universally understood by architects and designers. The true meaning of the 
elimination of a "gap" between two levels by a slope, or ramp, is not widely acknowl· 
edged, Sometimes called approach steps, wheelchair users often encounter several 
grade changes before they can reach the slope. Once large-scale bui ldings, such as high-
rise buildings with e levators, have been reached, they are generally accessible and 
usable by the disabled, ex.cept in case of emergency. In low-ri se and midrisc buildings. 
the situation is worse. Step differences normally ex.ist, and elevators are sometimes 
designed to stop at access halls between two floors where toilets are located. No emer· 
gency elevators are provided, and no area for temporary refuge is ready for use. The 
development of a general concept of life safety for the di3abled and the aged is needed 
(CTBUH, Committee 56. 1992). 
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CtuuuIa. Canada has made considerable progress in barrier-free design on several 
fronts since 1960. Collaboration in research and development standards between U.S. 
and Canadian organizations has resulted in parallel activities and the adoption of com-
parable accessibility standards in Canada and the United States. The National Building 
Code (NBC) of Canada has established barrier-free standards for buildings since the 
mid-1960s. and the first code, called Supplement #7 to the NBC. was largely based on 
ANSI of 1961. The NBC acts as a model code, which must be adopted by some local 
authority having jurisdiction until it becomes law. 
Most building codes in Canada do nol require residential facilities to be completely 
accessible. Typically, access 10 public entrances, shared laundry facilities, and suites 
(but nollhe suite itself) are required (CTBUH, Committee 56, 1992). 
TIu Netherlands. In the Netherlands there is no official description or definition of 
disabled people. One of the reasons for this is that the government wants to consider 
!hese people as individuals and not as members of a group, especially a group that may 
be judged negatively in social interaction. Another reason is that it is difficult to give a 
unifonn description of a very heterogeneous group. For practical and political purposes, 
!he following categories of physical disabilities are used by the World Health 
Organization (1980); 
impairment refers 10 the loss or abnonnality of the structure or function of the body. 
Disability refers to the limitations or lack of abili ty in performing activities that are con-
sidered normal fo r a panicular individual. It is nonnally a consequence of impainnenl. 
Handicap refers to the impact of impainnenl andlor disability on the individual and on 
the wider community involved. When such impact implies problems in relationships, limi-
tations on life opportunities, with consequent disruption of social integration into ordinary 
community life, then an impaired or disabled person is a handicapped one. 
Interaction in public life has not been easy for the disabled in the Netherlands. The 
physically disabled person finds that it is practically impossible to function in public 
buildings because of many obstacles and inconveniences. While there is no legislation 
in the Netherlands that regulates the layout of public buildings for the disabled, unlike 
regulations in the United States and Canada, a number of guidelines have been enacted 
defining distances to entrances, accessibility of public buildings and housing, and us-
able space for the disabled and the handicapped. These guidelines have been set down 
in a substantial reference book called Geboden Toegang. Now in its seventh addition, 
its purpose is as follows (National Organization of the Handicapped, 1983): 
An indication of the possibilities to create a society which is accessible to everyone. 
Developing the necessary criteria which relate to the adaptation of both existing facili-
ties and those that have yet to be built. These criteria should be included integrally in the 
completion of building instructions, standard specifications, builders' estimates, conditions 
for subsidies, and so on. 
Giving information to all those connected with the rea lization of these goals. 
Siagapore. Gradual changes in attitudes with regard to the disabled have created an 
underlying philosophy adopted by Singapore that the disabled should be treated as equal 
members of society. As such, they ought to be accorded equal opportunities for devel-
oping and expressing their physical, mental, social, and economic capabilities to the 
tunest (CTBUH, Committee 56, 1992). In the past the community's response to the dis-
abled population was either to institutionalize or to put the onus for care on the disabled 
person's family. However, a wider sense of responsibility is becoming more discernible. 
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New guidelines pertaining to the built environment have been established, whicb 
define and promote awareness of di sabled people, physical impairments, and accessi-
bility. The Design Guidelines 011 Accessibility for the Disabled;lI Buildings (Ministry 
of Nationa l Deve lopment, 1985) states that: 
The disabled are those people who, as a consequence of physical disability or impair-
ment. may be restricted or inconvenienced in their use of buildings because of: 
I. The presence ofphysicai barriers, such as steps orclOOTS which are 100 narrow for wheel-
chairs: 
2. The lack of suitable facilities such as ramps, elevators, staircases. and handrails: 3nd 
3. The absence of suitable fac ilities such as toilets, telephones. and suilable furnilUre . 
In relation to the physical environment, disabled people are classified into four 
groups. Ambulatory disabled are those who are able, either with or without personal 
assistance, ( 0 walk on level ground and negotiate suitable graded steps provided that con-
venient handrail s are available. Wheelchair-bound are those people unable to walk, 
ei ther with or without assistance, and who. except when using mechanized transport. de-
pend on a wheelchair for mobili ty. Sensory disabled people are those who, as a conse-
quence of partially or totally impaired sight or hearing. may be restricted or inconve-
nienced in their use of buildings because of lack of suitable faci lities. Temporarily 
disabled people include those who are sick or victims of accident. Expectant mothers can 
be included in this category (Ministry of National Development, 1985). 
Accessibility and mobi lity are two inseparable aspects relating to the design for the 
disabled. The Ministry of National Deve lopment administers the implementation of pol i-
cies relating to the bu ilt environment in the public domain mainly through the Urban 
Redevelopment Authority (URA) and the Public Works Department (PWD). Theseagen· 
des have implemented many design changes, providing greater accessibility for the dis-
abled in many public buildin gs. Some noteworthy examples include the Hill Street 
Centre, South Bridge Centre, and Changi International Airpon. The provision of curb 
cuts and on-grade entry to public buildings, however, has been hampered by Singapore's 
heavy tropical rainfall , which makes deep storm drains and high curbs or coamings nec-
essary to prevent water from entering bui Idings. 
Since 1988. Singapore has laken major steps to facilita te access to all buildings, 
including tall buildings, by disabled people. The Building Control Act of 1989 now 
states in Division 2 of its regulations that: 
Where a proposed building is one 10 which disabled persons have or may be reasonably 
expected to have access, that building shall be designed to the satisfaction of the Building 
Authority in such a manner as will fac ilitate access to and use of that building and ils facil-
ities by disabled persons. 
The regulation then defines types of buildings and the speci fied areas within a build-
ing where accessibility is required (generally "areas intended for public access") and, 
more panicularly, the requirement that the design be in accordance with the Code on 
Barrier-Free Accessibility in Bui/dings (Public Works Depanmem, 1990). 
Although barrier-free design is not yet an issue in many of the developing countries, 
the worldwide concern for the disabled is likely to graduall y influence the building de-
sign process in these countries in the future . 
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'"earch Needs. In many cases there is still a lack of understanding of the environ-
mental problems faced by disabled and handicapped people and the consequences of 
lbese problems on their daily lives. Consideration of di sabled and handicapped people 
IS a part of the normal building population has not as yet been internalized by the de -
sign professional in the United States and abroad. New human rights legislation, such 
uthe American Di sabilities Act in the United States, sho uld help encourage barrier-free 
design throughout the world . 
More research is required to e nsure that the funds bei ng spent on retrofiuing existing 
buildings and on so lutions proposed fo r new buildings arc reasonable. Care must be taken 
in transposing the research results from one country to another since different kinds of 
wheelchairs, rehabilitation techniques, cultures, and climates should be considered. 
Building entries, lobbies, and atria present a variety of psychological issues. 
Whereas it is important for users to be able to locate the entry, it is also important for 
designers to create an entry that is welcoming, informative, and not intimidating. 
Building lobbies must be designed with visual appeal in mind, but they must also reflect 
the waiting behavior and small-scale gathering that occurs there by providing adequate 
and varied scating arrangements . Although atrium spaces, such as entries and lobbies, 
serve as signature spaces, they must al so be designed with practicality in mi nd. Finally, 
finding one's way and orienting oneself in tall buildings are complex tasks. Architects 
Deed to provide barrier-free , user-friendly tall buildings to regular patrons as well as 
fim·time visitors . 
6.6 PASSENGER BEHAVIOR IN ELEVATOJ~S 
Allbough their purpose is strictly utilitarian. to transport people vertically through a 
building, elevators raise a number of social and psychological issues. Waiting behavior, 
pmonal space and crowding behavior, civil inattention, fear of being trapped, fear of 
crime, and the inconvenience of elevators out of servic:e are among the issues covered 
here. Undoubtedly, many other issues can be raised as well. (For a discussion on eleva-
tors from the perspective of building planning, see Chapter 2.) 
f Waiting for Elevators 
Waiting for elevators is a frequent source of tension. The stress people experience whi le 
waiting for an elevator to arrive, particu larly when they are rushed or late for appoint-
ments, is often highly visible. People exhibit such nonverbal behavior as pacing, fid -
geting with their hands, anxiously checking their watches, or pressing the elevator but-
Ion repeatedly. In a large elevator lobby. people can often be seen nervously scanning 
!be floor indicator above each elevator so that they can dan into the first available car. 
Even in the most civilized crowds it is not unusual to see people pushing and shoving to 
squeeze their way into a crowded elevator. lest they have to wait for the next one to 
arrive. The elevator is often the place where human behavior can be seen at its worst. 
While waiting for elevators can be a source of ten sion in many different building 
types, the problem is especially acute in residential apartment buildings. Residents 
must depend upon elevators every day 10 get into and o ut of their homes. If something 
aoes wrong, they are highly vulnerable. Among those most affected are elderly and dis-
abled users. 
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A survey o f 100 residents' perceptions of an II -slory hous ing complex for disabled 
and elderty people re vealed lhat res idents were dissati5fi ed with elevator service. The 
building housed onl y two small elevators for 250 residents. Residents complained that 
elevators were too slow, too crowded, a nd they often broke down . Perha ps unfairly , they 
also cri tici zed their di sabl ed neighbors who, they be lieved, simply took too 10llg tu 
enter and exit the elevator. Some residents went so far as 10 request se parate elevators 
for disabled rcsi dcnL'i (Haber, 1986), 
It is thus nOI surprising that elevators are sometimes cOnlcnti ous in the design and 
building process. The inlerests of various groups involved in Ihe bui lding can often be 
direcily al odds. For the owner. the key factor is likely \0 be the overa ll cost of the ele-
vator syste m. Often the more rapid the system, Ihe higher the cost. For architects, a key 
issue i!> the ability of the elevator system to coordinate both the fu nction and the ae~­
theties of the building. For users, the issues arc even more complex. T he speed of ele -
vator service can playa major role in innuenci ng tenant satisfaction in a high-rise build· 
ing. Slow elevators also can affect the rentability of u building (Frederkin g and Penz, 
1973). In most cases the users s imply ha ve no choice in the matter. 
To beller address user needs such as these in elevators, an innovati ve elevator design 
was created in the Worldwide Plaza on the west s ide of New York City. Kevin 
Huntington, an elevator consultant, used computer models of likely passenger behavior 
to help plan oul Ihe elevator system. The elevator system can be changed to uccornmo-
date different limes of duy, different Iypes o f tenants, services, and so on. In Huntington's 
words: " I think everyone wou ld agree that Ihe ulti mate elevator system wou ld be if each 
tenant had his own private elevator. .. [but] there wouldn ' t be much building left, just a 
few windows and a bunch of elevators" (Sabbagh , 1989). 
2 Personal Space and Crowding in Elevators 
Crowding occurs when people are ulluble to regulate their desired umount of privacy; 
this is exactl y what occu rs in elevators (Alt man , 1975). The sensation of being crowded 
is exaggerated by time. T he longer people are forced to ride together under crowded 
conditions, the more crowded they arc likely to feel. An e levator loaded to capacity will 
seem much more crowded when it stops at virt uall y every floor than when it rides an 
express route nonstop. 
According to anthropologist Edward Hall' s (1966) classifi cation of interpersonal 
space zones, crowded elevator passengers temporarily are forced from the comfortable 
Lone of personal di stance [between 457 mm and 1.2 m ( 18 in. and 4 ft) apartJ into the 
inti mate zone [between 0 and 457 mm (0 and 18 in.) apan]. This zone is typically re-
served only for those with whom one desires to have close contact, such as a close 
friend, spouse. or other intimate companion. At thi s distance , one is acutely aware oftbe 
presence of other people. 
Two related studies examined the effects of pe rsonal space vio lations on elevulOf 
beha vior (Knight et al. . 1979). In the fi rst study, the time it took passenger!> to ex it the 
e levator and to covcr certain distances after ex iting was recorded . Result s indicated 
that when the number of riders increased , it took less time for the first person to exit 
the elevalor, and more time for the last person to exit. It al so took peopl e longer to walk 
a short distance away from the e levator when more riders ex iled the car with them. In 
the second study. only an experimenter and a rider shared the elevator. When the dis· 
tance between the two people decreased . both the speed with which ri ders exited the 
elevator and their walking speed a short di stance away from [he elevator increased 
(Kn ight et aJ. , 1979). 
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3 Civil Inattention in Elevators 
When strangers are forced into such close quarters, only a few inches apart, rubbing 
shoulders. pressing agai nst each other, and sometimes even smelling each other, their 
natural inclination is to relreat psychologically. Sociologist Erving Goffman (1963) was 
among the first to coin the term "civil inattention" to describe this phenomenon. Civil 
inattention is a behavioral rituallhat occurs when two or more people are mutually pres-
ent but not involved in any form of interaction. 
In a series of three related studies, a team of psychologists (Zuckerman el al.. 1983) 
used confederates to observe the behavior of 504 elevator riders in a downtown depart-
ment slore, an o ffi ce bu ilding. and a large apartment bu ilding serv ing a university and 
its medical school. Researchers recorded the number of glances received from each 
ride r. Only looks oriented toward the experi menters' faces or upper bodies were 
recorded, whi le looks toward the experimenters' feet did not count. The researchers also 
recorded latency, thilt is, the length of time before the first glance. the length of the 
rider's fi rst look. the location and length of the ride, and the sex and estimated age of 
the rider. Zuckerman et al. 's (1983) resul ts indicated that at the beginning of an eleva-
lor ride, about half the people exchanged glances with the confederate but then averted 
their gaze for the length of the ride. Riders glanced more at an experimenter who entered 
the elevator than at an experimenter who waited for them. 
The same researchers also examined how riders perceived both the elevator ride and 
the confederate passenger when the confederate glanced. ignored, or stared at them. 
Results indicated that riders rated violations of civil inattention less favorably than be-
havior that was consistent with civi l inattention. They speculate that the size of the group. 
the cultural backgrounds of the riders, and other factors may well innuence the extent to 
which people practice and expect civil inattention. According to the researchers, " the 
need arises to acknowledge the presence of others without turning them into targets of 
attention" (Zuckerman et al.. 1983) . 
., Fear of Being Trapped 
Aside from civil inattention, personal space, and crowdi ng issues, another source of 
people's anxiety in elevators is the remote but ever-presem possibility of being trapped 
by a power failure. unable to escape. Anyone who has cver experienced this sensation 
is likely to remember it in great detail long afterward since at the lime this can be abso-
lutely terrifying. 
The February 26, 1993, World Trade Center bombing brought thi s fear to the pub-
lic's attemion. So did one of the most famous power fa il ures of all, the blackout at 5:24 
P.M. on November 9, 1965, which knocked out power in 80,000 square miles, parts of 
eighl northeastern American states and most o f Canada' s Dmario province, plunging 30 
million people into complete darkness. Here is Newsweek'S account of that evening's 
eveots in New York City (Newsweek. 1965): 
Lights blinked and dimmed and went OUL Skyscrapers towered btack against a cold 
November sky, mere artifacts tit only by the moon. Elevators hung immobile in their shafts. 
Subways ground dead in their tunnels. Streetcars froze in their tracks. Street lights and traf-
fic signals went out- and wi th them the best·laid plans of the traffic engineers. Airpons 
shut down. 
Nearly 800,000 New York passengers were trapped in more than 200 elevator shafts 
and 630 subway and commuter trains throughout the city. Some were loaded to capac-
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ity with standing room only. Those who had room on the fl oor often found it to be filthy. 
Even at the start of this misadventure, hundreds of passengers were tired, hungry. 
thirsty. and in desperate need of a rest room. Imagine how they must have fe lt several 
hours later, s till there. While some eleva tor prisoners fearen suffocation , others worried 
about Communist sabotage. 
Miraculously, only two New York citizens died. One fe ll down a stairway and struck 
his head. Another died of a heart attack after climbing iO flights of stairs. Incredibly, 
criminal activity was lower than usual: only one-fourth as many arrests were made as on 
a normal night. Instead, strangers turned to each other for comfort. 
In at least three skyscrapers rescue workers had to break through walls to access 
elevator cars. At New York' s Empire State Building, 13 elevators carrying 96 passen-
gers were stalled from the 34th to the 75th floor. Passengers fonned a Blackout Club in 
one and played word games in another. Passengers from six cars were freed using lad-
ders, and those in the remaining seven elevators were reached by breaking down the 
walls, After being trapped at approximately 5: 15 P.M., the last passengers were finally 
rescued at 11 :45 P.M. (For vivid accounts of the November 9, 1965, power failure see 
also Bigart, 1965; Phillips, 1965; and White, 1965.) 
Fear of being trapped in e levators is often a symptom of claustrophobia. (For an 
excellent discussion of claustrophobia, consult the chapter on this subject in Rachman, 
1990.) People who are afraid of being confined in elevators are often also afraid of 
being trapped in tunnel s, cellars, subway trains, and other enclosed spaces. Unlike many 
other types of phobias, the fear subsides as soon as the person leaves the uncomfortable 
space. About a third of claustrophobics acquired their fear during childhood. Most 
report that they became fearful after an unpleasant experience in an enclosed space. 
People who experience claustrophobia in e levators are likely to engage in exten-
sive avoidance behavior. They may be much more like ly to walk up 10 or more fl ights 
of steps rather than use the elevator. Claustrophobics are frightened not of elevators 
themselves, but of wha t might happen to them while they are in them. Specific fears 
include entrapment, caused by a restriction of movement, and suffocation. Panic 
episodes may result. Heart rates tend to e levate, chest pains may develop. Individuals 
may also suffer shortness of breath and dizziness during these panic attacks. 
Researchers who have studied claustrophobia have uncovered some fascinating gen· 
der differences . It appears that this affliction is more likely to strike women than men 
(Rachman, 1990). 
5 Fear of Crime in Elevators 
In many tall buildings, people fear not only being trapped in the elevator due to a power 
failure, but, perhaps even more likely, being trapped against their will by a criminal. In 
the United States, elevator muggings have become quite common, and in some cases 
people have been raped and murdered in elevators. 
Elevators can be the scenes for vandalism as well. Engineers have recently designed 
innovative elevator buttons that have no moving parts, are not sensitive to heat, can 
withstand shock and abuse, and are vandal proof (Design News, 1986) . Graffiti in ele-
vators is common as well. Teens are among the chief "graffiti artists," stopping the 
elevator in place to do their artwork, and exiting without anyone knowing who did it. 
Elevators in housing projects, parking garages, subway stations, and elsewhere are 
sometimes used as public restrooms. This disturbing behavior can be seen in public 
parking garages even in the most luxurious neighborhoods. Some individuals dread 
traveling in parking garage elevators for this reason. Unfortunately the same problem 
can occur in stairways, so people are forced to choose between the lesser of two evils. 
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6 The Inconvenience of Elevators out of Service 
Anyone who has ever lived or worked in a tall bui lding where elevators have gone oul 
of service knows thaI it is a highly unpleasant experience. Walking up long flights of 
steps, especially while carrying heavy items or while wearing heavy winter c lothing. is 
simply no fun . For some, such as many elderly and physically challenged individuals, 
the task is simply impossible. 
Construction work and power fai lures are not the only causes of out-of-service ele -
vators, however. Elevator workers have been known to strike, causing colossal impacts 
on the people who use them regu larly. For instance, on September 24, 1945, elevator 
operators at New York 's Empire State Building went on strike, along with those from 
2000 other skyscrapers. City workers had to improvise (Goldman, 1980): 
Some executives tried to SCI up shop in the lobby, giving dic tation and sending secre-
taries to phone booths to place call s. Up on the 85th floor (of the Empire State), the NBC 
television engineers were prepared: they'd provided themselves with cots and a refrigera-
tor full of food. Below, on the 6111h floor, one tenant was expecting an important phone call. 
so he waited in his office for it to corne. He was there three days later when it did. Food was 
a problem for anyone who did make the hike to work. One luncheonette operator lugged 150 
sandwiches and several jugs of coffee all the way up to the 31st floor. The fami shed stock 
brokers up there rewarded hi m with a S75 tip. 
Although some valuable research has been done, several social and psychological 
questions about elevators remain unallswered. For ill Slallcl:, what art: the psychological 
effects of placing mirrors in elevator walls, ceilings, or floors? Does music reduce ten -
sion in elevators? Are there different psychological effects of "elevalOr music," show 
tunes, pop, or other kinds of music? Do glass elevators feel safer or morc dangerous than 
traditional elevators? Are people more willing or less wi lling to wait for glass e levators? 
Architects and managers must be aware of the significance of e levators and take these 
issues into account whcn they create and manage tall buildings. 
6.7 PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES IN AND AROUNO 
TALL OFFICE BUILDINGS 
The following sections focus on four specific types of tall buildings: high-rise offices, 
Musing, the parking garage, and the urban shopping center. They are highlighted here 
because each of these building types presents its own array of psychological issues. 
Whereas high-rise housing and offices have been the subject of widespread environ-
ment-behavior research, high-rise parking garages and urban shopping centers have, to 
date, been somewhat overlooked. 
The literature on the psychological aspects of work env ironments is burgeoning. 
While not aU the office research has focused specifically on taU buildings, much of what 
has been found applies to them. Among the issues covered here are the psychological 
effects of sunlight in offices, user sati sfaction in offices, and pedestrian use of urban 
plazas near tall office buildings. 
, EHeefs of Sunlight 
Just as sunlight is an important influence on the quality of the pedestrian experience on 
streets and sidewalks below tall bui ldings, sunlight is also a strong influence on the 
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quality of workers' experiences within high -rise office buildings. Access to natu ral light 
can influence how workers feel about their jobs. Offices thai are bright and airy and 
those that are dark and dank can produce different moods. 
Some offi ces provide a visual con nection to the outdoors, enabling workers to view 
the changing weather. Others are completely cut off from the oUlS ide world, iltuminated 
only by artificial means. These spaces look the same no maner what the weather. Even 
violent weather systems, such as hai lstonns and bl iuards, can go unnoticed . The exlent 
to which workers have a visual connection to the climate outside their buildings may 
well influence how they feel about coming to work every day. 
Some interesting research has been conducted to detcrmine the psychological effects 
of varying amounts of sunlight on offi ce workers. (For an excellent overview of reo 
search on this issue. consult Sundstrom, 1987.) Some studies have shown that office 
workers tend to overestimate the contribution that windows provide toward their light-
ing. and that they gain satisfaction from views that windows offer (Sundstrom and 
Sundstrom, 1986). 
In one recent study, Boubekri et al. ( 1991) examined the reactions of 40 workers who 
performed a proofreading task. relaxed for 2 minutes. and then answered a questionnaire 
about their current mood and state of sati sfaction . The amount of sunlight in the room 
was control led by a moving screen. and four window sizes were tested. These windows 
occupi ed 10.20, 40. and 60% of the wall. The time of day was kept constant. 
The results of thi s study identified an optimal amount of sunlight that produced reo 
laxation and the best perfonnance. as well as limits of high and low sunlight that pro· 
duced unsatisfactory moods. even distress . People were most relaxed when 15 to 25% 
of their noor area was li t by the sun. However, positive effects also occurred when 10 
to 45% of the floor area was lit. Although this study has some methodological short· 
comings, its results are indeed provocative. When replicated, this body of research 
could lead to some useful design guidelines. 
Nonetheless, many tall office buildings have already been designed to maximize 
workers' exposure to the sun . The new superthin skyscrapers provide a greater percent· 
age of occupants wi th sun, bringing more offices to the perimeter (Russell. 1990). 
Although it is not a superthin skyscraper. a similar moti ve influenced the design of 101 
California. a high-rise offi ce building in San Franci sco. T his building features a series 
of angled glass windows such that most offices ha ve opportunities fo r lots of sun as well 
as a comer view. Rather than fighting over which executive gets to have the comer 
office, almost everyone along the building perimeter is granted this privilege. 
When considering access to sunlight in tall office buildings. it is important 10 note 
that such access can also reflect the relative social status of employees. Those highest 
in rank are more likely to have o ffi ces with the most sun and the best views, whereas 
subordinates are most likely to be denied these perks. In many offices these status de· 
marcations often reflect gender differences as well. Upper-level management and exec· 
utives, more often than not. predominantly men , are awarded the greatest amounts of 
sunlight. By contrast, clerical staff-secretaries, word processors, and receptionists-
usually dominated by women, are relegated to interior offices with artificial lighting. 
2 User Satisfact ion 
A wealth of infonnation is available about how people respond to office environmetlls. 
Among the most comprehensive sources on this subject are those by Sundstrom IIItI 
Sundstrom (1986), Sundstrom (1987). Becker(l 990). BriU et al. ( 1984), and Wineman ( l986). 
The study by Brill et al. ( 1984) spanned 4 years and examined 18 environmental viti· 
abies in offices, such as the amount of fl oor area per employee, layout, enclosure, tem· 
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perature and air qual ity, lighting, windows, statu s, and privacy. A 500-item question-
naire was sent to over 5000 workers at over 70 office sites. Survey respondcms were 
questioned 2 {Q 4 months before moving to new and upgraded offices, and they were fol-
lowed up about 8 months to a year later. 
Several variables in thi s research (Brill et aI., 1984) were found to affect job salis-
foclion, environmental sati sfaction, and ease of communication on the job. The study 
identifies the financial impacts of each of these variables, concluding that through 
improved office design, companies can increase their annual productivity by up to 17% 
of the average annual salary for clerical workers, and about 15% of the average annual 
salary for professionaVtechnical employees and managers . 
A number of studies have examined workers' perceptions of office landscape designs, 
which incorporate movable screens, furniture clusters, and planters instead of the more 
conventional internal walls, partitions, and grid systems of furniture. In fact, the trend 
toward office landscape design has become widespread over the past decades. 
Nonetheless, while they were intended to promote greater inte rpersonal communication 
and smoother work now, such offices tend to generate major problems of their own. 
Among the more serious complaints are loss of visual and conversational privacy, high 
amount of visual and sound distractions, frequent interruptions by other employees, and 
problems with ambient conditions. For a more comprehensive discussion of these is-
sues, consult Hedge (1986). 
Another issue in the workplace that has been the focus of extensive environment-
bebavior research is environmental stress. Findings suggest that a number of stressful 
environmental factors may affect physiological responses, work performance, social 
bebavior, satisfaction, and health. Sources of env ironmental stress include ergonomics, 
the arrangement of work surface, chair, and storage space; office automation, the inte 
gration of personal computers and other machines into the workplace; heating, air-con-
ditioning, and venti lation; artificial lighting; natural lighting and view; visual and 
acoustical privacy; crowding; and physical safety (Wineman, 1982). 
3 Pedestrian Use of Urban Plazas 
A number of researchers have analyzed how people respond to the open spaces near la11 
office buildings (Anthony, 1985a; Conway, 1977; Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1990; 
Mozingo 1989; Whyte, 1980, 1988). A few of these studies have resulted in design 
guidelines (Cooper Marcus and Francis, 1990; Whyte, 1980, 1988). 
Whyte's work involved a comparative analysis of several urban open spaces across 
the United States, spanning almost a decade. By using a set of detailed behavioral obser-
vations recorded through time- lapse photography, Whyte (1980, 1988) and his research 
team distilled the key ingredients of successful, heavily used, urban plazas. These in-
clude a large amount of sitting space and a choice of seating areas, preferably with mov-
able chairs; adequate sun; provision of trees; protection from wind; access to water; 
presence of food through cafes, kiosks, and street vendors; triangulation, or the provi-
sion of an external stimulus such as a piece of sculpture, a fountain, or entertainment; 
and a close relationship to and high visibility from the street. Whyte's research resulted 
in significant amendments to New York City'S zoning codes, and has had a great impact 
in altering the streetscape of downtown Manhattan. 
Project for Public Spaces (PPS), Inc., a not-for-profit organization and an outgrowth 
of Whyte's Street Life Project, has conducted numerous public space evaluations in cities 
and towns throughout the United States. Many of these studies have produced design and 
management changes based on user-need research. Among the major outdoor spaces that 
PPS examined are the Exxon minipark and Rockefeller Center, both in New York City. 
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PPS has also worked for private developers and has collaborated wi th building architects. 
helping design and retrofit public spaces in and around mixed-use and office building 
projects. By analyzing existing circulation patterns, PPS determines optimal locations for 
entrances and predicts how people will circulate and orient themselves throughout the 
site. The organization earned the well-deserved nickname " the space doctors." 
Access to sunlight, user satisfaction. and pedestrian use of nearby urban plazas are 
three of the most important issues surrounding tall office bui ld ing design. Many more 
issues can be identified. For instance, what are the relationships between workers' relative 
height in the building and worker satisfaction? Arc those who work at the top of the build-
ing necessarily the most satisfied? To what extent does the architeclUral style of the tall 
office building reflect the corporate identity of the occupants? Whose identity is being 
reflected, and whose is not? Funhermore, a need exists to test some of the findings from 
environment-behavior office research, specifically in tall office buildings. Comparisons 
among workers in high-rise. midrise, and low-rise office buildings could be made. 
6.8 HIGH-RISE HOUSING 
Many scholars have addressed the psychological impacts of living in high-rise housing. 
A sizable body of li terature on this topic is available. (See, for example, Ginsberg and 
Churchman, 1985; Vergara, 1989; Normoyle and Foley, 1988.) 
Housing research has demonstrated that the experience of living in a high rise diffm 
greatly for various individuals. While a high-rise building may be ideal fo r an elderly per. 
son, it may be less desirable for a family with small children who need a place to play 
outdoors. Income is a lso a factor. This section examines residents' perceptions of and sat-
isfaction with high-rise housing. Along these lines, the users most often slUdied include 
the elderly, low-income residents, and students. Each wi ll be discussed here briefly. 
1 Residents ' Perceptions of High-Rise Housing 
A wide variety of fac tors influence how residents perceive high-rise housi ng. One oftbe 
most imponant is prior experience. For instance, someone who moves from a single-
family, detached house into a high-rise apartment will likely have a d ifferent reactioa 
from someone who has always lived in high rises and simply moves from one apartment 
to another. 
Another important fac to r influencing people's perceptions of high-rise living is their 
cul tural background. In many parts of the world, living in a high rise is the norm rather 
than the exception. For instance, in most Asian cities, townhouses or single-family 
homes are generally expensive. Furthennore, soaring land costs often make anything but 
high-rise housing prohibitive. The same is true in many European cities. Nonetheless, 
even those accustomed to high-rise living may differ greatly in how they perceive and ad-
just to their housing environment. 
An excellent study by Williamson (1981) examined how 430 Germans living in bigb. 
rises in and around Cologne and Dusseldorf adjusted to their living environment. Usiq 
structured and open-ended questions in an interview fonnat, the study addressed how 
independent variables such as age, sex, marital status, and social class affected resi· 
dents' responses to the physical design, social networks, and adjustment of children iI 
the high rise. Results indicated that men were more negative than were women; how-
ever, women were more concerned with specific problems such as security. Compared 
to men, women were more conscious of the poor design of entryways, hallways, aDd 
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stairs. Single people were aware of views offered from the windows of the high rise as 
well as the anonymity they experienced, whereas married people were conscious of bal-
eonies and their neighbors' backgrounds, and chose to live on lower floors. Older 
respondents complained more about management, children, the cleanliness of neigh-
bors, and other aspects (Williamson, 1981). 
Lower-income children tended 10 play on the immediate floor or outside the apart-
ment, whereas children of upper-income families tended to play inside the apartment 
WI itself. Lower-middle income respondents, single people, and childless couples had 
oegative opinions about children in high rises (Williamson, 1981). 
Another study examined the perceptions of 100 residents of a Beijing, China, apart-
ment building (Beijing Review, 1985) . Survey results indicated that almost all (95%) 
residents never visited each other; almost three-quarters (72%) of residents did not 
know the names of their neighbors, and over two-thirds (68%) had no idea where their 
oeighbors worked. One older respondent commented on his life in the apartment: " I feel 
as though I am locked in a huge box. I wish I could return to my quadrangle where I had 
friends and fu n" (Beijing Review, 1985). The author expressed concern about the ris ing 
tide of isolation being experienced in high-rise apartment buildings. 
For a detailed analysis of how low-income, elderly people experience high-rise hous-
ing. consult Nahemow et al. (I 977). This study involved a follow-up study of 662 orig-
inal tenants of U.S . Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)-sponsored 
housing. One of the most common complaints of residents was poor elevator service due 
to breakdowns and electrical storms. High-rise housi ng, especially for older residents. 
can benefit greatly from including a small-scale grocery or convenience store. Since 
many elderly residents no longer drive or are dependent on friends and relatives to take 
them grocery shopping, providing groceries within the building can help increase their 
ICnsc of independence (Haber, 1986). 
Another interesting study (Husaini et al., 1991) examined the social and psychologi-
cal well-being of black elderly living in high rises for the e lderly in Nashville, Tennessee. 
Thc:y sampled 600 residents. Individuals li ving in senior high-rise apartments were corn-
pmd with those living in community housing. The focus of the study was on demo-
gaphic variables, various aspects of social support, chronic and acute stressors, and 
depression. Results from the Husaini et al. (1991) research are somewhat disturbing. They 
indicate that compared 10 their counterparts in community housing, black elderly living 
in high-rise apartments were more frai l and had lower levels of psychological well-being. 
They had less social support and were in poorer health. On average, the high-rise group 
reported seeing a doctor at a significantly higher rate. Those in the high rises were under 
greater stress and experienced higher levels of depression. They experienced higher rates 
of schizophrenia, simple phobia, and at least one mental disorder. It may be that the relo-
cation factor, or the negative effects of moving, are at least partially responsible for these 
high-rise residents being more vulnerable to illnesses and mental disorders. 
By contrast, an interesting essay by Fuerst ( 1985) refutes the negative findings of 
many studies of high-rise housing. Citing a variety of studies showing strong resident 
satisfaction with high rises, he argues that in many cases, "tenants can and do live hap-
pily in high-rises with diverse ethnic groups, with different income groups, and with 
children" (Fuerst, 1985) . 
Z Residential Satisfaction in High-Rise Housing 
The study of residential satisfaction is one component of the study of residents' percep-
lions of high-rise housing. Some researchers choose to focus primarily on residential 
satisfaction, whereas others include it as an issue related to residents ' perceptions. 
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Williamson's (1981) study of 530 high-rise apartment residents in Germany found 
that overall residential sati sfaction was strongly related to the physical atlributcs of the 
building, especially spaciousness, room arrangement, and quality of construction. 
Satisfaction is also related to socia l interaction among neighbors or with those in other 
parts of the building, whether or not the building is perceived as impersonal, and the pres-
ence of a specific social network, as well as the perceived adjustment of the children. 
Francescato et al. ( 1979) conducted an award-winni ng study examining low-income 
residents' satisfaction in 37 publicly ass isted housing projects in 10 states in the United 
States in both central-city and rural locations. Many of these projects were high rises. 
Over 1900 res ideors responded to the questionnaire. Three major factors explained a 
high proportion (74%) of the total variance in overall sat isfaction: satisfaction with 
other residents, pleasaor appearance, and economic value. In addition, both physical and 
nonphysical qualities of the housing development influenced rcsiden ts' sati sfaction. 
Sociologist Oscar Newman ( 1972) examined the amount of crime occurring in high-
rise versus midrise low-income housing. His findings demonstrated that crimes atlhe 
high-rise projects were sign ificant ly higher than elsewhere. One of hi s key arguments is 
that prov iding residents with a strong sense of territoria lity can help reduce crime. 
Territoriality can be achieved by designing limited entrances to the building for a small 
number of families; by subdividing massive, anonymous, public open spaces in the mid-
dle of housing projects into smaller, more identifiable pieces of land; and by encourag-
ing a strong sense of survei ll ance from each apartment unil to the open space below. 
Newman's findings have since been contested. For example, Nonnoyle and Foley's 
(1988) study of 945 elderl y tenants in public housing found that contrary to what one 
would expect, fear was actually lower among high-ri se dwellers than among those in 
low-ri se walk-ups and row houses. However, thi s finding applies only to those elderly 
residents scattered throughout high-rise apartments also housing younger tenants. For 
elderly residents segregated from younger tenants, thi s was not the case. The researchers 
suggest that crime-related judgments of elderly high-rise residents may becume exat:-
gerated or distorted, simply because these residents are housed apart from younger fam-
ilies. They suggest that building height may have an indirect influence on the anxieties 
and perceptions of the elderly. Based upon their findings, the researchers present vari-
ous refinements to Newman's ( 1972) theory of defensible space. 
Cooper Marcus and Hogue (1977) provide a detailed li st of design guidelines for 
high-rise family housing. One of the chief psychological and design issues they address 
is the need for a sensitive transition from public and semipublic places into the private 
living space. The authors point out that spaces such as the lobby and the elevator caa 
have a great impact on tenants, sometimes making the difference between a positive aDd 
a negati ve li ving experience. They suggest that elevators contain high-quali ty hardware 
that can hold up under abuse by children, and that the alarm and floor buttons can be 
reached by children aged 6 and older. They also recommend a separate service elevator 
for moving furnitu re. As far as the elevator wai ting areas, the authors also suggest 
addi ng shelf units for residents to rest packages, and providing information boards to 
help relieve boredom. 
Undoubted ly the most famous example of residential dissati sfaction in high·rise 
housing is the Pruill-Igoe housing project in SI. Loui s, Missouri. Completed in 1954 as 
part of a mammoth effort by the SI. Louis Housing Au thority, three of its high-risc 
buildings were purposely demoli shed in 1972. The demolition was in response to strollJ 
resident dissatisfaction and high levels of criminal activity. The coup de grace was a 
massive 9-month rent strike in 1969, which depleted the Hous ing AUlhority's funds 10 
such a great extent that the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
was forced to consider closing the project. 
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The demolition of Pruitt-Igoe has been ingrained in the minds of a generation of 
architects and planners. and the fai lure of the project has usually been bl amed on its 
insensi tive, brutal architec ture. Nonetheless. Bri stol (199 1) argues that PruiU-Igoe does 
DOl represent an architectural failure , but rather fai lure due to flawed policies. local eco-
DODlic crises, class oppression, and racism. She debunks the Pru itt-Igoe myth by argu-
ing that it "not onl y inflates the power of the archi tect to effect social change, but i l 
masks the extent to which the profession is implicated, inextricably, in structures and 
practices that it is powerless to change" (Bristol, 1991 ). Bristol stresses that the proj -
ecl's occupancy rate peaked in 1957 at 91%. after which it began a steady decline. One 
of the chief problems, she emphasizes, was that with fewer residents, the local housing 
authority had fewer funds with which to maintain the buildings and to complete basic 
ttpairs. The project was soon inhabited by primaril y female African-American heads of 
households, a population which, lacking adequate protection . soon became the victim of 
rampant vandalism and violent crime. 
3 Students' Perceptions of High-Rise Dormitories 
A number of researchers have examined students' perceptions of high-rise housing. A 
classic study by Van der Ryn and Silverstein (1967) examined res idents' perceptions of 
high-rise dormitories at the University of California. Berkeley. The researchers discov-
ertd a mismatch between many of the architects' inherent assumptions about student 
behavior and the ways in which students actually used their dormitory rooms and com· 
mon spaces. They also di scovered that many of the common spaces immediately outside 
!be high-rise dormitories were rarely used. 
Another study of the International House at the University of Califomia, Berkeley, 
an eight-story structure housing approximatel y 600 residents, half American and half 
iDtemational students. focused on what helped residents perceive this high-rise building 
as home (Anthony, 1981). A number of significant correlates were identifi ed, including: 
feeling at home, high residential satisfaction, meeting expectations, high opinion of the 
administration, not feeling crowded or restricted, having favorite possessions. owned 
for long periods of time. in one 's dorm itory room. high assessment of programs, rela-
lively long residence. high amount of territorial behavior, strong territorial attitudes, 
hiah dee:ree of risk-taking behavior (ieavine: belone:ine:s unauended in semipublic areas 
of the building), feeling able to modify one's room, feeling an adequate level of privacy, 
and satisfaction with the level of social interaction. In general, the institution's social 
qualit ies contributed to some residents' sense of home, whereas its physical qualities 
prevented others from viewing it this way. When asked what could make the bui lding 
feel more homelike, International House residents described mostly physical changes, 
especially redesigning the excessively long corridors and adding small lounges through-
out the residence areas. 
A series of dormitories built on the campus of Indiana State Un iversity were based 
on user-needs research through the cooperation of a behavioral scientist and an archi-
tect (Wener. 1988). The study examined both high-ri se and low-rise dormitories. 
Psychologist Robert Sommer examined patterns of crime and vandalism in univer-
sity residence halls at the University of Cali forn ia, Davis (Sommer, 1987). An earlier 
srudy of his (Sommer. 1968) had shown that residents of these high-rise dormitories 
leoded 10 describe the buildings negatively. finding them impersonal , sterile, and insti-
tutional. comparing them wi th hotels. prisons. hospitals. and even ant farms. 
In the later study Sommer ( 1987) compared the experiences of two sets of residence 
balls: cluster and high-ri se. The cluster halls, eight tWI)- and three-story frame units, 
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each accommodating about 60 students, were built during 1965- 1966 at a total cost of 
about $3067 per occupant. By contrast, the high-rise halis, four five-story towers, each 
housing 200 students. were bui lt between 1961 and 1963 at a cost of approximately 
$4584 per occupant. Data were obtained from campus police and cam pus hOllsing office 
records to examine crime and vandalism. Results indicate that even when adjusted ior 
population size, {he number of incidents and civ il offenses in high-rise halls was double 
the number in cluster dorms. Find ings revealed one cri me for every 25 occupants in 
cluster hall dorms, compared to one crime fOf every five occupants in high-rise halls. In 
add ition. damage and vandalism costs in the hi gh-rise bu ildings. when compared with 
those in cl uster halls, averaged 25% higher (Som mer, 1987). 
Keegan (1991) paints a grim picture of high-ri se dormitories. He examines the cnT-
rent status of a few of the hundreds of huge tower dormitories built across the United 
Stales in the mid- 1960s and early 1970s. He argues: 
You may recall that high-rises were considered the most sophisticated approach to met· 
ropol itan planning in those days. But the unintended result was a radical experiment in ado-
lescent socialization that over the past quarter-century has proven itself to be a colossal, 
shameful mistake ... . These massive complexes not only mock the basic concept of an aca· 
demic environment and stunt the intellectual and psychological development of their resi-
dents, but also place students in physical danger to themseJves and one another. 
To date the world 's largest college dormitory is the Watterson Towers, located at 
Illinois State University at Normal, Illinois (Fig. 6. 11). A 1991 article in the Chicago 
Tribune described the building (Smith, 199 1): 
... a dormitory that. if it did not exist in reality, would surely have been invented by hor-
ror novelist Stephen King .... Completed in 1968 at a cost of $2 1.6 mi llion in the midst ofa 
boom that tripled the student population in one decade, this twin-towered monster was 
IIliT1()i~ Slale's high-rist: solution to a c hronically cramped campus. 
Watterson Towers houses 2400 students in two 91.44~m (300~ ft) 28-story towers, 
providing 55,647 m2 (599,000 ft2) of dorm and cafeteria space on a ground base of m 
acre and a quarter. Smith (199 1) chronicles the hazards of move~in day, when Sluden:s. 
parents, and friends descend upon the building en masse, and horrendous waits for loz· 
ing and unloading elevators occur. Until recently, only four elevators served a112400 
res idents, and school offic ials reported that it was not unusual for large numbers of stu· 
dents to spend all their lunch break waiting fo r an elevator to take them to the cafeteria. 
Four additional elevators were added in 1990. Exacerbating the problem further, eleva-
tors stop only at every third floor, making move-ins and move-outs a nightmare. 
A review of some of Ihe archives from Illinois State University at Nonnal, focusil8 
on newsworthy events about Watterson Towers (1988-1992), is revealing. Among me 
incidents reported to the press were the following. 
An 1 8 - year~old fres hman was shot in the middle of the afternoon on the 19th floor 
of Watterson Towers. Because of the large size of the dormitory, many students were 
probably not aware of the shooting until hours later. It turns out that a student andlD 
friends were simply playing with a gun when it accidentally discharged. 
A fire broke out on the sixth floor. Sixteen students and two firefighters were lrealed 
at hospitals for smoke inhalation. Two brothers. residents of the donn, were later 
charged with setting the fire that caused nearly $500,000 in damage to WallersGII 
Towers. The incident was apparentl y a prank that got out of control. The studelllS 
burned several couches and chai rs that had been placed in fro nt of an elevaloron a walt-
way between the building's two res iden ti al towers. 
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A 19-year-old woman survived a fa ll from her 18th-floor dormitory window al 
Wanerson Towers. The student was standing on a heati ng unit in fro nt of her window, 
apparently lost her balance, fe ll through a screen, and plunged 54.8 m (180 ft). Since 
thaI accident, warning stickers telling students nOI to sland on their window heating 
units have been placed on all Watterson Tower dormitory windows. 
f1&. 6.11 Watterson Towers at Illinots State Univers ity, Normal , is the world's largest dormitory. 
Nicknamed a ''twin-towered monster," it houses 2400 students in two 28·story towers. 
(Counesy: lIiinois Slate University, Normal.) 
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Dormitories and other forms of high-rise housing present a myriad of social and psy-
chological issues. Among the most pressing social problems are vandalism, criminal 
behavior, and fear of crime. Although a great deal of research has already been done, 
much morc than space permits here, many questions remain. For instance, how do indi-
viduals' residential histories affect their perceptions of high-ri se housing? Are students 
who have lived in high-ri se dormitories likely to adapt more easily, or with greater dif-
ficu lty. to high-rise li ving when they are older? What may be the effects of the new 
waves of immigrants- Russian Jews moving to Israel, fo rmer East Germans moving to 
West Germany-on the social patterns found in high-rise housing? 
6.9 TALL PARKING GARAGES 
The parking garage has become an increasingly common tall build ing type laden with 
psychological issues. Although millions of people use parking garages each day, little 
research has been conducted on this building type. Until recently the design of the park· 
ing garage has not received much attention in the architectural community. It is also 
considered out of the realm of most landscape architects, and it has become a type of 
no-man's-land. A few isolated articles have been published in English-speaking plan· 
ning and design journals, but these are still relati vely rare. Garages are rarely assigned 
as design projects in architectural schools. Few architects earn their reputation by de-
signing parking garages-but this need not be the case. Additional informat ion on part-
ing garages can be found in Chapter PC-3 of Planning and Environmental Criteria/or 
Tall Buildings (CTBUH, Group PC, 198 1). 
1 Users ' Perceptions of Parking Facilities 
A body of related research has focused on perceptions of parking lots (Edmonsoa, 
199 1). Some of the findings from this research may well apply to how people perceive 
tall parking garages as welL This series of studies examined how users, developers, and 
landscape architects perceived large parking lots. Results indicated that developers and 
landscape architects tend to place minimal importance on the design of the parking 10(. 
By contrast, users view parking lots as important spaces that inform them about the val· 
ues behind the nearby buildings, and the institutions tbey represent. Users believe DOl 
only that parking faci lities refl ect the presti ge of the facilities they serve, but also that 
they refl ect the owners' concern for the well-being of their customers. Users genera1ly 
fi nd parking lots visually unattractive. 
According to Edmonson (1991), the fo llowing features influence user satisfactiol 
with parki ng lots: the extent to which the lot is maintained , the extent to which one Ccell 
safe, the ease of entering and exiting the lot. the extent to which adequate space is avail-
able for maneuvering the car, and the presence of nature. 
Among the key psychological issues surrounding tall parking garages are legibility. 
way-fi nding, and safety. When they leave their vehicles, people need to be able to filii 
the exits easily. When they return to their vehicles, they need to be able to locate them. 
without much confusion. Given that many garages are multilevel but underground, the 
usual abili ty to idenli fy landmarks in the surrounding environment is altogether absem. 
Hence graphic design and layout are key. 
Safety both from the danger of automobile traffic and from criminal activity ill 
extremely important. Garages are often the settings for vandalism, muggings, tbefb, 
rape. and murder. Due to the fact that they are often poorly lit and thai the outside world 
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CIOnot see inside, they are often among the most dangerous buildings in loday's cities. 
1lIe number of possible hiding places for cri minals, the overall visibi li ty within the 
prage t and the distance to one's destination are all factors that influence the extent to 
which people experience fear in parking garages (Edmonson, 1991 ). 
Age is often a fac lor in the perception of safety in parking garages. Older individu -
als sometimes fear garages more than do their younger counterparts. Gender is also an 
issue. Parking garages are usually more dangerous places for women than they are for 
men from the viewpoinl of personal safety agai nst assaults. In many locations, women 
traveling alone must exercise extreme caution when using a parking garage at nighl. 
Some garages offer escort services to help women feel more comfortab le, but far better 
is the garage so well designed that escort services are unnecessary. 
Another psychological issue in many parking garages is the use of assigned spaces. 
Some organizations purchase parking spaces, assuring either an unassigned spot in a 
leries of reserved spaces or a spot specifically reserved for particular employees. In 
IUChcases the parking spot becomes a tangible symbol of one's status within theorgani-
lIlion. A spot close to an e levator or to an exit is likely to be assigned to an employee 
with high status. The parking spot becomes a type of public territory to which owners 
become highly allached. 
Garage users are exposed to traffic. noise. and the smell of gasoline fumes. In this 
respect garages are among the least hospitable environments in our urban areas. The 
most successful garage designs, from a psychological perspective, are those that mini-
mize the di stance from the vehicle to the exit so that the amount of time spent in them. 
especially as a pedestrian, is reduced. 
Z User·Friendly Parking Garages 
fIrking garages have long been aestheticall y displeasing and perceived by pedestrians 
.ad users as unsafe. In recent years, however, an increasing number of jurisdictions in 
die United States are beginning to take a more active stance in regu lating parking garage 
design. The results are likely to have positive psychological effects on both garage users 
ad pedeSlrians alike. Among the suggested design amenities are unify ing the facade 
witbthe structure that the garage is intended to serve. avoiding blank wall s, adding more 
lIDdscaping. and in some cases including rooftop planting so that the view from nearby 
agh rises will be improved. Some of the best examples of new, improved parking 
page design can be seen in Orlando. Florida; Irvine. California; Kansas City, 
Missouri ; and Chicago. Illinois (Zoni . 1987). 
Although Chicago has few formal rules govern ing parking garage design, the efforts 
ofpublic offi cials working with some enlightened developers have resulted in some 
wbimsical slTuctures that can serve as models e lsewhere. AI 203 North La Salle in 
Qicago. a garage sits below a IS-story office building. The garage cannot be easily 
distinguished from the rest of the building since it is hidden by a two-story retail ar-
eade. Once inside. finding your car is easy due to an innovative musical floor-reminder 
system. Each floor is identified by the name of a c ity associated wi th a catchy song, 
lOCh as Frank Sinatra singing "New York. New York." The patented system has been 
iDcorporated into several other parking decks not only in Chicago. but on the West 
Coast as well . 
At another garage in Chicago's theater district. the 12-story, 9S0-space Theatre 
District Self-Park, the musical reminders are famous showtunes and Broadway musi-
cals. Entrances are highlighted with theater marquees, Myron Warshauer. president of 
Standard Parking Corporation. invented this creative system with the intention of mak-
iag his garages "people friendly" (Zotti, 1987), 
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Also in Chicago's Loop is another unusual garage whose facade recalls the grille of 
a vintage car (Fig. 6.12) . Garages like these can be fun, exciting places, but at present, 
they are rare. 
Parking garages that appear to be the least offensive spaces to pedestrians are often 
those that are relatively indistinguishable from the surrounding building facades. Once 
in a while one may come across a high-rise garage that includes retail al streetlevcl and 
Fig.6.12 This unusua l Chicago parking garage, designed by architect Stanley Tigerman, reuJb 
the grille of It vintage car. (Courresy: Barbara Karam.) 
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only a minimal number of entry and exit dri veways. While these retail units reduce the 
Dumber of parking spaces available at street level. they serve to create a more lively, 
interactive streetscape for pedestrians. Most people fi nd window shopping a more pleas-
ant, entertaining experience than simply looking at a row of parked cars or, even worse, 
a blank wall. 
Designers, developers, and planners must begin to pay much more attention to the 
design and management of high-rise parking garages. Parking and parki ng garages have 
long been issues of greal importance to the public. Safety, legibility, way-finding , and 
IeJTi toriality are among the psychological issues that help explain how individuals per-
ceive tall parking garages. Some possible research questions include: In what ways can 
tall parking garages be designed to make hunting for a parking space easier and the dif-
ferent levels more identifiable? How can safety in tall parking garages be enhanced? 
How can the environmental quali ty in parking garages be improved? 
6.10 HIGH-RISE SHOPPING CENTERS 
In many cities across the United States the high-rise shopping center is a burgeoning 
building type. In other cities, the in-city shopping center has become a series of talt , 
free-standing structures that incorporate shops, restaurants, cinemas, and other com-
mercial uses. One of the most innovative such schemes to be built in recent years is 
Honan Plaza in San Diego, California. Opened in 1985, it is one of the United States ' 
first in-city post-modern shopping centers. Another highly visible urban shopping cen -
teris the Beverly Center in West Hollywood, California. 
This section addresses mall psychology at the urban scale, how different kinds of 
users-men and women, teens and e lderly, for example-experience shopping and the 
vertical shoppi ng mal l. 
1 Mall Psychology at the Urban Scale 
Tall urban shopping centers share many traits of the ubiqui tous suburban shopping mall. 
The contemporary urban department store incorporates some of the more successful ele-
DlCnts of suburban shopping malls, for example, the interior "streetscape" concept with 
specialty and gourmet items featured on either side. The ability to attract shoppers not 
OIIly to the shopping center's major anchor stores but also to smaller boutique shops is a 
serious challenge 10 shopping center designers and managers alike. A fine line often 
exists between creating an environment that is stimulating but not overwhelming. 
Kowinski (1 985) addresses the psychological experience of the shopping center, both in 
suburbia and in the city. (For another analysis of shoppi ng centers, consult Jacobs, 1984.) 
Kowinski uses the term " the zombie effect" to describe a fl oating, timeless sensation 
dwcan suddenly be interrupted by the shocking realization that "you've been here all 
day" (Kowinski, 1985). The shopping center can have a hypnotic effect such that time 
simply passes by withoUi notice. Kowinski's numerous interviews with mall employees 
showed that many suffer from these symptoms, complaining about the uniform sound, 
die lighting, and being cuI off from all natural elements . Whi le large atrium gathering 
spaces for shoppers are often sun-d renched on a bright day, shopping center employees 
complain that they have no idea what time of day it is or what the weather is like out -
side. Similarly, from the outside, except on the ground level, pedestrians have linie clue 
as 10 what is going on inside the building. Usually they are faced with a massive series 
of blank walls. The image sent to OUisiders and insiders can be sharply marked. 
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Woodward (1978) identified several psychological i s~ues of concern to shoppingcen. 
Icr designers. These issues can just as readily apply to designers of high-rise shopping 
centers. They are: duration of shopping lime, traffic control, building scale and nllueri-
a ls, sOllnd and light faclors, psychological barriers. movement motivators, and cntenain-
ment anractions. 
The duration of shopping time is one of the most crucial. The lon ger people stay at 
a shopping cemcr. the more money they are li kely to spend . The in tegration of atrium 
food courts. ci nemas. automated teller machines, and other services into the center hale 
proven effecti ve ways to induce shoppers to spend more time in the ce nter. Ln the mOSI 
successful centers, the business day is expa nded into the late night hours. 
Traffic control in and out of the center is another key issue. The designer's intenli()n 
often is to design a variety of entries so that business is distributed evenly. rather thull 
concentrated only in a few key spots. Reduci ng the scale of a large space through land · 
scaping, st reet furnit ure, and other elements he lps shoppers feel comfortable rather tharl 
overwhelmed by a se ries of massive, overscaled spaces. 
For instance. the food com1 at the top level of the retail componen t of Chicago Place 
(Figs. 6.13 and 6. 14 ) features a 19.8-m (65-ft)-tall atrium whose scale is softened for 
pedestrians by lush tropica l landscaping, water features. mood lighting, and a gcnerou~ 
supply of small cafe-style tables and chairs . Nearby , Chicago's Wate r Tower Place em· 
ploys a series of cascading fountains near the main entrance to mask irri tating noise 
from traffi c and crowds. 
Doorways are among the greatest psychological barrie.rs to shoppers . In most urban 
shopping centers, storefronts are entered through wide gates that a re leff open during 
bu siness hours. The divisions between the main circu lation areas and individual sho~ 
are often intentionally unclear. enabli ng shoppers TO flow free ly from one space tQ 
another. Another psychological barrier is the storefront vacancy. At most shopping cen-
ters. decorative coveri ngs arc used on vaeant shops to mai ntain a festive atmosphere. 
In order to motivate peopl e to move throughout the center, designers often pay great 
attention 10 escalalOrs and e levators. As in hotel atria, the glass elev310T has become in· 
c reasingly common in urban shopping centers. and it is hi ghly visible. It provides shop· 
pers with a panoramic view of the center and encourages them to stop along the way. 
The layout of shops in the ce nter also is intended to encourage movement throughout 
the center. Stores selling s imilar kinds of merchandise . such as shoes. arc usually sea! 
lered lhroughout the center to encourage comparison shopping. 
2 Users' Experiences of Shopping 
Urban shopping centers serve many psychological functio ns fo r d ifferent users. Gender 
and age appear [0 influence the ways in which people perceive and behave in shopping 
centers . For women who remain home to take care of children, the shopping ceoter 013> 
be one of the few publi c places LO which they can escape, particularly in inc\enlent 
weather. 
Many large department stores cater primaril y to women customers. wi th the va~1 
majority of space devoted to women's cloth ing. Perfumes. cosmetics. hosiery. scaTves. 
hats, and other accessories usually dominate the first floor, creating an enticing shop· 
ping environment fo r women. Usually more small boutique shops at urban shopping 
cente rs are aimed at women rather than at men . Hence the physical environment of the 
urban shopping center both reflect s ami promotes gender-related shoppi ng behavior. 
(For more information on shopping and gender. re fe r to Greene, 1983.) 
For teenagers. the :-;hopping center has becomc a hangout. a soc ial gathcring space, 
a contemporary town square (Anthony , 1985b). For the elderly, the shopping center ~ 
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often a place for recreation. Mall walking has become common throughout the United 
States as a major form of exercise for the elderly. The indoor urban shopping center has 
also become a place for e\derly people to si t and relax. Brown et al. (\986) conducted a 
study of a large multipurpose center in Montreal. Canada. featuri ng a fou r-story atrium 
lined with stores and linking three office towers and a hOlel. Researchers were surprised 
10 find a disproportionate representation of e lderly people in the center. They also dis-
covered that compared 10 other user groups, the e lderly sat the longest. Average sitti ng 
Fig. 6.13 Nightt ime strectscape of Chicago Place. (Courtesy: Nick Merrick. ) 
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time for the elderly was 13.1 minutes , compared to 11.2 minutes for adults, 6.8 minutes 
for teens, and 10.2 minutes for children (Brown et al., 1986), 
Thus for many individuals, the shopping center has become a kind of "third pJace"-
a respile from the treadmill between home and school, or home and work, that provides 
a sense of belonging and an opportunity to gain a different perspective on oneself 
(Jacobs, 1984; Oldenburg and Brissel, 1980). For people of all ages, the shopping cen-
ter is a locus for people watching, entertainment, and leisure. 
Fig.6.14 Food court at top level of reta il component of Chicago Place. (Courtesy: Nick Merricl) 
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, The Vertical Shopping Mail 
The American shopping center. with its grand staircases. escalators. majestic fountains, 
skylights, gardens, and atria, presents the illusion of afnuence and grandeur. The metic-
ulous degree of maintenance. such that glittery surfaces. mirrors, and window displays 
look brand new all year long, lends a theatrical aura as well. Some researchers have 
aplly referred to the shopping eemer as "the signature building of our age, a central hub 
of community life" (Weisman, 1992). 
For example, along Chicago's Michigan Avenue, the city's most famous shopping 
smel, commonly known as the Magnificent Mile, sit three vertical shopping malls: 
Water Tower Place, 900 North Michigan Avenue, and Chicago Place. Water Tower 
Place, a 62-story tower, was completed in 1976. Its first eight stories are devoted to re-
!iiI-at the time of thi s writing, 132 shops, 13 restaurants, and seven movie theaters. 
Siuing atop this are four stories of offices, and above these are a 400-room hotel and 260 
condominium units. 
Only a few blocks away is 900 Nonh Michigan Avenue, completed in 1989. This 
26S.5-m (81 1-ft) structure includes a mix of retail, hotel, office space, and residential uses. 
The most recent addition is Chicago Place, located at 700 North Michigan A venue 
md completed in 1991. This 185.3·m (608-ft) high rise fea tures an eight-story atrium 
aIlIl base topped by a 5 1-story residential condominium tower. 
Even in recessionnry limes. all three of these Chicago urban shopping centers are 
usually teeming with activity. They have become hot spots for tourists as well as 
Chicagoans. At holiday time, they are almost bursting at the seams. 
II may be that tOOay' s "cathedral of commerce" is no longer the skyscraper but the 
urban shopping cemer. Similar trends in shopping centers can be fo und in Canada, some 
European countries, Hong Kong, Singapore, and a few other Asian capitals. Although 
essays on shopping cemers abound , much more research is needed about how people 
perceive and use them. Among the key questions are: Just how public are high-rise 
shopping centers? Do cenain individuals feel more or less welcome? Are these centers 
in effect screening out "undesirables?" 
6.11 FUTURE OUTLOOK 
Additional research is needed to better understand the psychological and behavioral 
aspects of tall buildings. Based on the material presented here, some intriguing ques-
bolls for further research are raised. Which symbolic aspects of Cily form can enhance 
legibility, making it easier for visitors and reside nts of the city to find their way around? 
How can we help prepare occupants of tall buildings for the psychological and physio-
logical effects of building sway specifically under ear1hquake loading? What else can 
we learn from how tall building occupants experience eanhquakes? What sizes and 
lbapes of windows lead to positive and negative psychological impacts on workers? 
How much light is optimal in a high-rise work environment? What is the role of the view 
out the window on worker productivity? How can barrier-free design be improved? In 
what ways can we improve the design of high-rise housing to make units more satisfy-
iD& to families with young children? In what innovative ways can we create parking 
prages, housing, office towers, shopping centers, and other high-rise structures that 
better meet the needs of the people that use them? 
These issues are complex and varied. It is paramount, however. that all those con-
cerned with the design of tall buildings become aware of the vast array of psychologi-
cal meanings that these spaces convey fo r different kinds of people. 
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The collaborative efforts of loday's architects, engineers, developers, clients, plan· 
ners, urban designers, politicians. and local citizens will produce the next generation of 
high rises. Their awareness of the relationships among tall buildings, human perception, 
and behavior can help the creation of future generations of tall buildings that will beuer 
respond to users' needs . 
After ali, tall buildings are not only here for the users of today. Many of these struc-
tures will outlast those who designed them and those who currently inhabit them. As such, 
tall buildings represent the most tangible, lasting legacies of our era. Critic Max Kozloff 
(1990) put il well: "For each new generation, skyscrapers reveal to the citizenry a message 
about the general political culture .... As they demonstrate it with a more theatrical, abrup~ 
destabilizing, and overbearing presence than any other urban building type, they confront 
us with the most visible remnants of our successive political cuhures." 
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